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FOmJARD

One of the main attractions which brought early settlers to

New Zealand was the perceived opportunity to acquire land. To own

land, especially a faxw, continued to be te aspiration and expectation

of many twentieth century immigrants, and those later born in New

Zealand. Nearly every witness to the 1905 Land Commission made it

clear that he or his father had come to New Zealand in order to

secure a piece of land and become hi.s own master.

This attitude towards land was also evident in political realms,

where issues concerning the use and distribution of land frequently

appeared.

The acquisition of land by colonists and the promotion of rural

settlement had been pursued in New Zealand since its colonisation by

Europeans. First, only individuals and companies were involved in

assisting settlers, then later the government also became involved •

.
'1'he acceptance of government intervention in land allocation

was firmly established by the Liberal Government in t.he 1890s and

from this time land settlement continued to be an area in which the

government was actively involved. Since the 1950s t.here has been less

need fen" substantial land promotion and t.he government I s role in this

area has diminished.

One of the schemes adopt.ed by the government during its years of

involvement with Land set.tlement was that of assisting soldiers to

acquire farms after t.he First: World War. 'I'hi.s soldier settlement

scheme attracted a great deal of at.tention at the time of its

inauguration in 1915. It was one means by which t.housands of New

Zealanders were enabled t.o become fanners.
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The soldiers settlement scheme has, however, tended to be passed

over by both historians and geographers. There i.s a lack of research

into the inter-war period of New Zealand with greater attention being

paid to the early period of development. Land settlement after 1915

has similarly been neglected.

There is a need to study the later land settlement schemes in

order to assess their importance in the development of New Zealand.

Duncan (1962, 190) indicates the need for more detailed study of

topics such as the private subdivision of large estates by the

government and the subsequent course of events on these holdings;

while Brooking (1982) suggests a need for more of the social

consequences of subdivision to be documented. By focussing on

soldiers settlement, this study will fill in some of the gaps which

exist in the knowledge of land settlement. A method of assessing the

success of one land settlement scheme is presented through a survey

of the 'I'eviot Soldier Settlement from its inception in 1918 until

1940, two decades after its settlement.



CHAP'rER 1

IN'rRODUcrrION

1.1 THE STA'I'E AJ.~D LIBERALS IJ\ND LEGISLATION

After the abolition of Provincial Government in 1876, land

legislation in New Zealand was consolidated under the 1877 Land Act.

This Act divided New Zealand into ten land districts, each administered

by a Land Board and chaired by a Conunissioner of Crown Lands. The 1877

Land Act embodied, to a large extent, the principle by which t.he Crown

retained ownership of the land, while leasing it to settlers. From

1891 with the emergence of the first Liberal Government the State

became the most active agent: in making Land avai lable for settlers.

Gold production, which had provided the initial major boost to

the New Zealand economy, fell drastically during the 1860s. Along

with the collapse of the gold boom came a decline in the price of

wool, New Zealand's main export.. The consequent loss in revenue from

gold and wool realised the need for an alternative export and the

development of refrigeration during the 1880s provided such an

alternat.ive. From the first shipment, of refrigerated meat and dairy

products to Great Britain in 1882, there emerged an awareness of the

importance of more intensive use of New Zealand's land. The success

of refrigerat:ion resul t.ed in the rapid expan s Lon of the frozen meat

trade and an unsat.isfied demand for sheep and dairying farms by those

who wished to join ·the prospering farmer cla.ss. This demand for small

holdings led to a substanti.al change in New Zealand I s economy as f rom

the late 18BOs to the first decade of the twent:i.et:h oerrt.ury the number

of small farmers increased (Knox 1972, 1709). The mass unemployment

ownership of large areas was one of the causes contributing to poverty.

Many of t.he unemployed believed that if they could obtain land, their
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situation would be greatly improved (Charman 1953, 135). Land

se t t.Lement; came to be seen as a solution to the urban problem of

unemployment as well as being a social good in itself (Richardson

1980, 200).

Land settlement would remove some of the unemploymed from

urban areas and thus provide a measure of reli.ef, but in addition

would promote the more intensive use of land, creating more efficient

use of the country's land resource. But by the 1890s, despite the

growing demand for land, it was apparent that there was a scarcity of

land suitable for public selection and sett.lement. Much of the best

was locked up in large over-valued holdings, and thi.s was especially so

in the South Island (Dune an 1962, 169) where investors had previously

found it easy to acquire extensi.ve runs. The land which was available

for settlement was mainly in inaccessible areas and often unsuited to

intensive agriculture.

The Liberals were very aware of the demand for land and

proposed a policy to encourage subdivision of large estates and to

allow men with limited means the opportunity to take up farmi.ng. The

rise in land value, consequent on the success of refrigerat.ion, made

it plain that steps must be taken to ensure that the large runs and

holdings throughout the country were split into smaller areas. 'I'hes e

would be utilised in a more intensive manner, thereby producing a

greater return and supporting a greater population. The appeal of these

land policies contributed to the victory for the Liberals in the 1890

general election.

The land legislat.ion passed by the Liberal Govel:nment began

~--'-'-'~--'~~-~-wrththeT89i·I~a'na·-Act"ai1:dtheJ:892-~i.:ai'ldfor'Se'ttle.men ts-Act--:- Botl1:--- ._.

Acts were aimed at consolidating previous legislation and encouraging
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the provision of land suitable for subdivision. The latter Act was

amended in 1894 and enabled such suitable land to be taken compul

sorily if the owner refused to sell.

These measures had been promised by John HcKenzie, subsequently

Minister of Lands under the Liberal leaders John Ballance and Richard

Seddon. HcKenzie, from atago, was a strong advocate of close

settlement in the South Island although in effect his legislation was

to have a greater impact in the North Island.

The first private land t.o be purchased and subdivided by the

Liberal Government was t.he Cheviot Estat.e. This purchase was made

after the introduction of the Land and Income 'l'ax Act, 1894, which had

increased the taxation on large estates as an incentive for OWYlers to

sell. In its original form this Act was not particularly successful

in encouraging subdivision. The Cheviot. Estate was an exception.

Later, when the tax was aqa i n increased through an amendment to the

Act in 1907, estates were more easily broken up as the subsequent high

land tax was an incentive to sell.

The2~Eact~.f-Liber a}_1:..a nd2::.~<;Li.§.La t i~C?2~

Land held in large freehold estates had reached a maximum by

the 1890s. A marked reduction in the area of large estates was a

feature of the period of Liberal Government 1891-1912 (Gould 1970, 2).

The aggregated area of land held by owners of 10,000 acres or more fell

from approximately 7.84 million acres in 1892, to 3.51 million acreas

in 1910; a decline of over 55%. The greatest part of this decline

took place between 1902-1910 (Gould 1970, 5).

'I'he first estates to be broken up were the big Company est:ates

and only later were family estates reduced in size. The power of
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compulsory purchase, which had been established by the Land for

Sett:lement. Amendment Act, 1894, was only used 13 times between 1892

and 1910, as the governmen·t was continually offered far more land than

it purchased (Brooking 1980, 237). Many runholders sold up because it

was to their advantage to do so with high land prices and a ready

buyer. Many estates were also seen as liabilities by the late 1890s

and as land prices continued to rise following government investment

and purchase, those estates were quitted.

Bet.wecn 1893-1906 over two million acres of land was made

available for closer set.tlement t.hrough owners voluntary subdivision,

while 1.3 million acres were released t.hrough the land settlement

legislation introduced by the Liberals (Brooking 1980, 237). By 1914

a total of 5,529 small farmers had been settled on land repurchased by

the Stat:e (Knox 1972, 1712) and small family farms were even more of a

fea1:ure of the New Zealand landscape than previously. However,

despite the increase in small farmers, the extent to which the Liberals

the subject. of considerable debat.e. Some historians argue that

'vigorous measures of closer settlement initiated by
the Liberal-Labour Ministry were t.he chief means of
bzeak i.nq through t.he economic deadlock creat.ed by t.he
land monopoly which existed prior to 1910'

(Condliffe 1959, 233)

and 'it. was quite evident t.l2Et without. this power [Le.
compulsory acquisition J very lit.tle progress would
ever be made in the cutting up of the large estates 1

(Scholefield, in Gould
1980, 12)

While more contemporary views assert t.hat:

'the great increase in the number of small farms
was undoubtedly more the result of rising prices,

(Oliver 1981, 144)

than the Liberal legislation. A view aupport.ed by both Brooking (1980)
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and Gould (1980).

It is clear from recent studies that social and economic changes,

while the Liberal Goverrunent was in powe4 greatly affected the success

of their legislation to promote closer settlement. However, whatever

the actual impact of their land legislation, the Liberals must still

be given credit for their forward-looking land measures.

The land policies followed by the Liberal Goverrunent were not;

wholly new. State involvement in land settlement had existed well

before 1890 and had been fundamental to Vogel's village settlement

endeavours, but the Liberal Land Legislation enacted, established

precedents that coloured the subsequent land legislation of other

political parties. Promotion of land settlement continued to be

evident: in the measures of the Reform Government who replaced the

Liberals in 1912.

Soldiers' Settlement

One of the land settlement schemes established under the war-

time Coalition Government was the Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act

1915, known as the Soldiers' Settlement Scheme. This scheme gave

discharged soldiers the opportunity of buying farms on land the

State had purchased and emerged as a continuation of the government's

involvement in land settlement. Even in 1920 land was seen as the

basis of the country's p rospe.r i. ty and as a resource capable of far

greater deve Lopmerir, given manpower and some financial input.

During and after the First World War there was powerful pressure

at the electoral level on the government to make t.he Dominion a land

'fit for heroes to live in' (Richardson 1980, 216). ']~he Reform

Government and the war-time Coalition were both recognised as I f'a rmer I
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parties with their strongest support in the rural axcas , and although

country workers were only 20% of the Expeditionary Force (Richardson

1980, 216) it was widely believed that 'when the war comes to an end

a very large number of our soldiers will desire to go on the land'

(NZPD 174 (24 September 1915) ,211) .

']~he Discharged Soldiers Set.tlement Act, 1915, was an attempt by

the government to respond to the popular desire to provide for soldiers

as well as to cope with some of the problems expected to arise from

their return to civilian life. The influx of many men looking for

jobs and seeking to establish themselves could best be absorbed by the

countryside and would also eventually lead to increased agricultural

production. In this way the scheme continued to promote t.he national

desire for close land settlement. and more int.ensive land use.

By 1915 the introduction by the qove rnme nt; of a small farm

scheme was a well-established part of the national Land Settlement

Poli.cy. It seemed natural to the nation that one of the schemes

proposed for the rehabilitation of soldiers should be the provisi.on

of land and finance for farming. The popular support for the scheme

was such that the Opposition offered its congr·atulations to the

govermnent on their initiative and forethought in planning for the

end of the war (NZPD 174 (11 October 1915), 215).

The p rovi.s i.on of land for soldiers was a scheme created because

of the circumstances brought about by the war as both a solution to

pending problems of dealing with returning soldiers, an extension and

adaptation of ex i stLnq measures, and as an electoral p Lat.f'o.rm ,

On 11 oc t.obez , 191:i r an Act to make Provision for t.he Sett.lement

of Discharged soldi.ers on Crown and Se tt1ement: Land wa s passed
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(Appendix A); short title 'I'he DiE:,charged Soldiers Settlement Act, 1915.

Land was to be set aside for selection by discharged soldiers

under ordinary tenures and special tenures. Under ordinary tenures,

areas of Crown or Settlement land could be set apart for selection by

soldiers in the manner prescribed by the Land Act, 1908, and The Land

for Settlement Act, 1908. The former Act; offered land for sale, on

deferred payment or on renewable leasep while the latter Act offered

land on renewable lease only.

Land set aside under these tenures could be revoked if it was

not required for soldier settlement. The 'special tenures' made land

available for soldiers only by way of sale or lease and provisions of

other Land Acts relating to the administration of Crown or Settlement

land were not to apply to land disposed of by special tenure.

Land set aside under this 1915 Act was to be administered by

t.he District Land Boards who were responsible for t.he subdividion,

selection of soldiers, supervision of the settlers, financial assis-

tance to the settlers and the land rents.

Financial assistance was available for settlers for the erection

of buildings and purchase of stock and other materials necessary for

the successful occupation of the land. This followed the policy set

by the Liberals with the Advances to Settlers Act, 1894 which allowed

small farmers to borrow from the State at low interest rates. It was

recognised t.hatcheap credit was essential for successful close settlement as

farJ.llsettlersneeded cap i t.a.l to develop the .Land , Provision of finance was

t.o ensure that. soldiers could become quickly established successfully

on the land.

The Act, 1915, initially defined those eligible for land as any

mem.ber of the New Zealand Naval Forces or any Expeditionary Force who
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had served overseas and received his honourable discharge from service.

A restriction of 10 years was placed on the right of transfer of any

land allotted to soldiers, and that. t.he soldier was t.o be in cont.inua1

residence on the land.

The government was anxious to promote permanent settlement for

a numbe.r of reasons, among which may have been the intent to prevent

speculation, increase production and to provide protection for its

own investment.

Amendments to the D Soldiers Settlement Act 1915

As the Discharged Soldiers Sette1ment Act, 1915, was brought.

into operation, amendments were found necessary to clarify it:s terms

and improve its administration. Amendments passed in 1916 and 1917

expanded the category of those eligible for land under the Act to

include soldiers I wi.dows , soldiers I widowed mothers, Army nurses, and

some soldiers who had not served overseas. The amount of money

available for spending on the scheme was increa.sed under both

Amendment Acts as the lJ50,OOO initially set aside was not adequate

with land prices rising rapidly.

Amendments to t.ho original Act enabled land set aside under

special tenure to be revoked, if it was not required for soldiers.

Any ot.her Crown Land settlement land, or land administered by a Land

Board held under lease or licence, also could be repossessed to provide

land for the settlemeni: of discharged soldiers. The 1919· Amendment

allowed for extra financial assistance for soldiers and the dispensement

of the payment of int:erest on land in cases of hardship.

_ -_.._--_.~--_ _~

---------The-191g--Ai1i(~fj0meirr-a~raTn a1.1t11QrTsedr;1()~iemoneyt 0 be~ava i lab le

for the pur'poae s of the acquisition and d.i.sposaI of land undez' the
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Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act; r 1915 r as it was found rapidly rising

costs for f a rme rs made the previous monetary provisions inadequate.

The Discharged Soldiers Settlement Amendment Act, 1923, was a

special provision to provide relief for soldier settlers. The slump

in wool prices in 1921 com.bined with the high rents payable for the land

resulted in extreme hardship for many soldier settlers. An Inquiry

Board had been set up in 1922 to investigate the soldiers' position

and as a result the 1923 Amendment Act was passed to appoint a

Dominion Revaluation Board to whom any discharged soldier could apply

for rent revaluation or remissions. This Board was an effort by the

government to help the soldiers cver the financial difficulties many

faced in the early 1920s.

Land Purchase for Soldiers' Settlement

'rhe amount of unoccupied Crown land available in New Zealand

was insufficient. and oft.en unsuit.able for the large nwnber of soldiers

who would be ret.urning, and so the government began purchasing

additional land for soldier set.tlement. By 31 March 1918 the

government had purchased 346 estates tot.alling 1,646,975 acres for

soldier sett.lement. Among these was the 'J'eviot Estate in Central

Otago. From 1915-1918, 634 holdings were select:ed by soldiers, but;

during the peak year ending March 1921, 1,087 soldiers selected land.

The rapid increase in demand for land after 1919 followed the return

of the main forces from overseas. The slump in wool prices during

1921 was reflected in the sharp dec l.i ne.Ln soldier applications for land

with 5,396 in 1921 compared to only 878 applications received in 1922

(AJHR 1939, C·-9). From this time the number of soldiers a Ll.ot.t.cd land

soldiers had been made.
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The t.o t a L area of land proclaimed undez the Discharged Soldiers

Settlement Act, 1915, was 1,438,935 acres. Half of this, 700,172 acres,

was available under ordinary tenure while the rest was available under

special t.enure , '].'he amount of land set: aside fOL" discharged soldiers

was approximately the same between the two islands with 53.5% of it in

the South Island by 1930 I and 46.7 96 in the North Island. However, the

distribut:ion of land between the Land Boards was quite different. By

1930 Ot.aqo had the most: land proclaimed for discharged soldiers with

22.2% of the country's total, while Southland only had 1.7% (Table 1).

In Otago by 1926, 441 soldiers were settled; 162 of these on

land purchased from the Crown, and 273 as tena.nts on leased Crown land.

1.3 PREVIOUS S'J~UDIES OF SOLDIER SE'I"TLEMENT

Prev Lou s evaluations of the soldiers settlement scheme have indicated

that: generally it was unsuccessful. The government spent large sums of

money to provide farms for soldiers, but the land was often bought at

excessive pzLce s , 'IS a result of the pos t -wer economic conditions:

'many farmers found themselves in a despe.t'ate position
burdened with mortgages and interest based on the
previous high and rising prices. A good many ex
Servicemen gave up their holding'

(Sinclair 1969, 244)

Reference to the soldiers settlement scheme found in the literature

tends too be ne qat i.ve I with the settlements having "many of these new

farmers forced off their land" (Brooldng 19,80, 227); and cormnents like:

'of the various f o rms of z ehab i Li.t.at.Lon of returned
servicemen aft.e r the war, land settlement. was the
best known, t.he most expensive, and the least.
successful'

(McClintock 1966, 663)

The pos i.t.Lon in which of the soldier settlers found

themselves in by 1923 was nationally recognised, and in 1923 the

government comm.is s i.oried a Board of Inquiry to investigate and report.



'rABLE 1

lOa.

Land District

North Auckland

Auckland

Gisborne

Hawkes Bay

Taranaki

Wellington

Nelson

Nar1borough

Westland

Canterbury

otago

South land

1'otal Area to
31 March 1930

.__.--~_ •._----

217,045

16,182

200,239

54,565

113,278

70,618

21,463

28,232

301,.588

320,435

25,638

Percentage of
Total Area

4.8

15.0

1.1

13.9

3.7

7.8

4.9

1.5

1.9

20.9

22.2

1.7

'rotal

._--~.__._---"----".-----------
1,438,935

Source: New Ze~land Official Yearbook
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upon the position of soldier farmers. 'I'he reports made by the

Inquiry Board led to the initiat.ion of the Dominion Eevaluation Board

to assist soldier farms in financial difficulty as it was plain that

unless the soldiers were given financial help to remain on the land,

an even greater number would be forced off their holdings. Of the

4,322 soldiers who requested an inspect.ion from the Eevaluation Board

in 1923, 30.7% were judged as temporarily unsuccessful, and 18.7%

declared to be outright failures (AJI-m 1923, C9A). The position of

soldier holdings was judged in terms of the profitability of t.he

holding. The situation of the soldier~ with only half being assessed

as successful, was considered less drastic than it at first appears,

because 3,303 or 43~; of all soldier holdings did not; request an

inspection. '1'he 43 96 of all soldiers who did not request an inspection

were described in the report iJ.S s a f e Ly being assumed to be on

successful ho Id.i.nq s , Presumably the lack of a request for an

inspection was taken to indicate t.hat; these scLd iers had achieved a

satisfactory measure of success in farming. This assumption might

not be correct. Many soldiers would not request an inspection through

ignorance as to the purpose of an inspect.ion, rather than because they

were in a satisfactory financial position.

The 1923 Lnqu izy Board Eeport did describe many soldier

settlements as unprof i t.ab Le but the decisions as to successfulness of

f arms, varied greatly between Land District.s. A group of three

inspectors were responsible for the assessment of f a rms in each Land

Dis·trict, and there is a limit: to the g(;neralisations which can be

made about the s t.a t.e of soldier set·tlements from the Inquiry Board

report, because of the variations in assessment made by the different

inspection groups. However, the general impression gained of aoLd i.er s

sett1ement., obtained from both primary and secondary sources r' is
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summed up by one po l i t i.c i.an r 'so far as most of the land in the hands

of soldiers is concerned, it has proved a failure' (NZPD 196 (31 August

1922), 801).

Although many comments have been made about the soldier se-ttlement

scheme and it is proported to have been unsuccessful, apart from the

Inquiry Board Report of 1923, only t.h ree detailed studies of the scheme

have been conducted. Allan (1967) provides the first explorative study

in a descriptive survey of soldier farms established in South Canterbury

1915-1937. This includes an explanation of how relevant geographical

elements such as topography, soil and climate affected soldier settlements.

Allan (1967) determined six phases through which the soldier settlement

scheme progressed. The phases are cited here as they provide a useful

time framework around which to base a study of soldier sett1ement:_

Phase Date

1 1915··1917

2 1919-1921

3 1921··1925

4 1925-1930

5 1930-1935

6 1936-1939

The initial legislation and introduction of the
scheme

The peak years of its operation with extensive
buying of land and settlement of soldier

'I'he onset of the slump in aqrLcuLt.ur-a L prices
which resulted in financial difficulties and
forced many soldier settlers to leave the land

An interdepression period with a partial
recovery of sheep farmers and the completion
of soldier settlement

'1'he main effort by the Land Board to keep as
many men as pos s i.b Le on the land while the
recession lasted

The re-appearance of <Jood prices for a<Jricultural
produce and increased prosperity for those
soldiers remaining on the land

The main difficulty encountered by Allan (1967) in explorin<J the

the farms, was a lack of data. Little docmnentary material relating to

soldiers settlement was available, but the study did find t.ha t; soldier
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farms wer e of a smaller size than the average South Canterbury farm.

The reason for the comparatively small size of soldier holdings was

ascribed to the high cost of land and the continuing desire by the

government to settle as many soldiers as possible at the least cost.

An imminent election prompted a desire to achieve results at the expense

of sound jUdgement. The uneconomical size of fanns resulted in many

soldiers leaving the land w.i.t.h the peak years of movement being 1921-1927.

The main reason for failure was given as the unsuitable size of holdings

and their high rents. '1'he rent charged for soldier farms was related to

the initial purchase price and not on the productivity of the unit. With

the slump in agricultural prices in 1921 many soldiers found they could

not meet the rent demands. The assessment of soldier settlements in

South Canterbury presented a less gloomy conclusion of the scheme than

at first suggested as despite the failures

'under the soldier settlement programme a very
considerable area. of what had been under-developed
or inaccessible land was opened up and brought
into production I (Alla.n 1967 I 132).

Thus one of the aims of t.he soldiers settlement scheme was in fact

fulfilled.

'I'he seco,1d s t udy to be done of soldiers settlement Powell

(1971a) I also identifies a very marked movement by soldiers off the

land during the early 1920s. Use of parliamen·tary papers formed the

basis of Powell's study which established the regional trends of

soldier settlement, 1916-1923. The average size of holdings in New

Zealand in 1922 was compared with the average size of soldier holdings

in t.ho same year, and it was found that Nort:h Island soldier holdings

were 20 96 smaller than the average civilian holdi.ng i while the south

than t.he non-soldier holding.

However, when the size of surrendered and forfeited soldier holdings

are compared with t.he average size of the soldier holdings retained, it
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is found that the holdings that passed from soldier hands were over

40% smaller in size. This applied in both islands.

Powell's assessment (1971a),· of the reasons given by the 1923

Inquiry Board and the Land Boards for the failure of soldier settlements

states that the prime reason for failure was economic; 'the soldiers

simply did not have enough tirne to commence farming profitably before

the s Lump affected them I (Powell 1971, 155).

'1'he main weakness of the foregoing study lay in the definition

of the 'failure'. Forfeited and surrendered holdings were defined as

failures, but the number of such holdings in comparison with the total

number of soldier settlements is not given. As indicated by the

Inquiry Board, failure can be judqed in terms other than by movement

off the land. Farms can be failurr;s, yet soldiers unable to leave

and hence not countered as failures,when movement is used as the

criterion, or a soldier might remain in possession, but be obliged to

find alternative employment in order to supplement the farm income.

'1'he third and most recent study of soldiers settlement is by

Maloney (1982) which examines two sout:hern soldier settlements to test

how accurately the government of the day had assessed t.he reasons for

the acknowledged failure of the scheme that had been established. Again

the a s sumpt.i.on is t.ha t; the reports by the 1923 Inquiry Board must lead

to the conclusion that the scheme was unsuccessful.

Maloney (1982) examines the e st.abLi.s hmen ; and subsequent

development of the 5,341 acre Clifton soldier settlement dnd the 23,000

acre Benmore soldier settlement, both opened in 1917. At Clifton the

se·ttlement was divided into 22 farms while on the Benmore settlement

15 settlers were established. In both cases within three years of

being open for selection by soldiers nearly one third of the settlers
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had left. Attempts were made by the Land Board to keep soldiers on the

land af·ter it was l~ecognised that the settlers were in difficulty, but;

by 1922 eight of the 22 settlers had left the Clif·ton settlement and

by 1930 all but one of the original settlers had gone from the Benrnore

settlement.

In both cases at Clifton and Benmor e , the unsui tabili ty of the

subdivision was a major cause of the departures. Subdivisions were

too close with the resulting holdings being too small. In addition

the subdivision did not take int.o adequate account the winter climate

and topographic conditions of the areas, especially at Benmore. Pressure

on the government, which was anxious to be seen to be cutting up t.he

estates, was given as the only way to account for so many of the

soldier settlements being cut up into sections that were too small

(Maloney 1980, 29).

There vzas no evidence that inef£ icient selection of soldiers for

settlers had contributed to the failure of the scheme to any significant

extent, but the machinery to administer the settlement scheme was not

satisfactory and one author believes 't.he government failed to develop

the Land Boards so they could do a thorough job in subdi.viding the land

and supervising the soldiers' (Maloney 1980, 35). Other critics of the

government land settlements have found that the ability of settlers to

remain on the land was directly related to their level of farming

experience and amount: of capital each possessed (Waterson 1967;

Brooking 1982) •

None of the studies of soldier settlement have adequately

determined the importance of previous farm experience in the movement

~oTso]~diers0ff·the~land,·a:1:thCJtlgh--ehey·~uEj<jest.~tRa"t--i·te w€,- g.... of -bit,.tle~

importance. A quantitative investigation is necessary to assess

accurately, the significance of previous experience in the ability of
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soldiers to remain as viable farmers. 'I'hi.s may not yet have been done

because of a lack of relevant information.

All three studies of soldiers settlement done have found the

scheme to be deficient. Considerable movement by soldiers off the land

was used by Allan (1967), Powell (1971) and Maloney (1982) as an

indication of the failure of the soldier settlement. scheme. However,

a large movement away from t.he land was not exclusive to soldiers and

this must be taken into account. when assessing t.he success of this

scheme. It has been estimated that nearly half of the occupied land

changed hands between 1915-1924 (SiJ1Clair 1969, 244). The economic

condi.tions after t.he First World War affected all farmers, not just

soldiers. A high turnover Df settlers had also been experienced

previously on other government settlement schemes (Waterson 1969, 16).

Movement by soldiers off t.hc land is therefore not a good indication,

on its own, of the failure of the soldier settlement scheme, yet in

the past this has been used as the main measure of assessing the scheme.

The unsuitability of the subdivisions on many settlements is

used as a further indication of the unsuccessful nat:ure of the scheme

(Allan 1967; Bray 1945») yet the extensive subdivision which was

revealed is not exclusive to soldier settlements. Earlier land

subdivisions have also been criticised as inadequate, resulting in

uneconomic farm units (MacDona1d 1962).

The three studies of soldier settlement (Allan 1967; Powell 1971;

Maloney 1982) all rely heavily on official reports of the settlements,

to det.e.rm.i.ne the success of the scheme. Haloney (1982) cites the

administration of the scheme as an important factor in its failure;

_. A-llan-(1967-)h-rghbghts-the--unsuitah:l-esubdi:vi--siorr--and~high rents--±n~-

conjunction wi t.h tJw economic conditions, while Powell (1971) found the

lack of success of the scheme is due largely to the economic conditions
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facing the soldier settlers. The scheme was, in most cases, judged in

terms of official statistics that show a high incidence of movement by

soldier settlers off the land. 'I'h e general assessment of the studies

in these terms could only be that the scheme was not as successful as

envisaged.

1.4 A STEP FORWAPn

This study will expand on previous considerations of soldiers

settlement with the extensive use of original documents. The objective

is to carry out a more detailed analysis of the success of soldier

settlements than has been done before. 'I'h i.a will be done by evaluating

the success of one soldier settlement, Teviot.

Previously the r eesoris for !_ai1ure have been the focus of the

study 1 but an ~"yalc:.at.ic::!.?_of the success of the Teviot Settlement will

be the focus of this study. A survey is made from 1918 when the first

land was purchased, until the end of 1939 in order to obt.ain a

detailed assessment of this settlement. The final year of t.he study

was chosen as 1939 as this Le ad s into the Second World War and a

compLe t.e Yev i s i.on of leqis1a·tion concenling soldier settlement. The

19 years of settlement at. 'I'eviot., 1921--1939, will enable the success or

otherwise of this soldier settlement to be determined. It is essential

that the means by which the settlement is evaluat.ed are detailed and

comprehensive. Previous studies have relied on few mea s ur-e s by which

to examine the sett.lements. The criteria used in t.h i.s study to

evaluate the Teviot Settlement were developed as;

1. The st:ability of the original subdivision

2. The stability of ownership
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Haloney (1982) and Allan (1967) largely attributed the failure

of soldier settlers to the nature of the original subdivision of the

land, although the definition of failure is inexplicit and hard to

folloVl. This study will analyse the original subdivision of the

Teviot Settlement and its subsequent changes. Stability, or lack of

changes to the boundaries established prior to the selection of the

land, will be used to determine the success of the subdivision. Any

changes or alterations to the original subdivision Vlill be used as

evidence of deficiencies in the original survey of the settlement.

Hovement off the land has been a prime factor constantly

reiterated as an indication of the failure of the soldiers settlement

scheme. 'I'hi.s study wi Ll, establish the extent of movement off the

Teviot Settlement, 1921-1939, and use a quantitative method to

evaluate the importance of the movement as an indicati.on of failure.

By examining the movement over a period the initial movement which is

associated with any settlement scheme (Waterson 1969) Vlill be given

less weight and the movement resulting from this particular scheme

will become more obvious.

'I'h e third criteria, changes in production on the subdivided

Teviot Estate, relates to themore general objective of this land

settlement scheme. No previous efforts have been made to assess such

change on soldier land, a surprising omission given that the government

continually held that

'no land su i t.ab.l.e for cultivation should at: t.his
time be allowed to remain unimproved. The land
of t.hi s country must be made t.o produce more. I

(NZPD 186 (6 July 1920), 136)

If production of the land did increase per acre as a result of

the subdivision for soldier settlement, then one of the major

objectives of the scheme would have been reached.
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1.5 DATA SOURCE

Information from prLmary documcnts forms the basis of this study

and are supplemented by secondary sources, including regional and

district histories and field work.

Files of the Lands and Survey Depar t.merit; kept on each government
,

settlement are used as the main source of information on Teviot

Settlement. Fi.1es on this settlement are available from 1917 until

1940 and contain reports from the Dist.rict Crown Rangers; The

Commissioner of Crown Lands and from Revaluation Board Inspectors;

letters to and from the Manager of 'l'eviot Station, pri.vate settlers

and between the Otago Land Board and the Minister of Lands; as well

as any other correspondence relating to the establishment and

development of the Teviot Settlement. These records are an invaluable

source of information otherwise only briefly recorded in the pUblished

official reports. As identiLLed previously, the Lands and SUJ::"Vey

records offer

la novel vantage point for the examination of the
dynamics of success or failure in t.he pulsation of
settlement .. [and can J provide a unique
commentary on t.he popular appraisal of economic
and social conditions' (Powell 1972, 76).

There are, however, limi t.a tions to t~he use of these files. The

correspondence was often of a personal nature written in an informal

manner about everyday concerns. 'l'his sometimes resulted in discre-

pancies between the files and official reports, as files often

represented observations based on memory and perception rather than

official data. For this reason data in the files was checked against

official sources and where discrepancies were found, the official

reports were accepted as containing the most accurage information.

Lands and Deeds files were a further source of information about.

ownership and subdivision changes which occurred on the 'l'eviot

SetU.ernent.
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The Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives,

newspapers, Otago Land application forms, and New Zealand Par Li.amenta ry

debates, provided additional sources of information about general

opinion and development of soldier settlements.

Field work was also important as a means of increasing under

standing of the Teviot area. Local residents and descendants of

original settlers were able to give additional and interest:ing insight

into the Teviot Settlement. This information was, however, often

selective and from partial recollections, th~s limiting its direct use

for evaluating the success of the Teviot Settlement. This information,

nonetheless, was still useful in confirrning documentary evidence and

helping balance .conc Lus Lons ,

Statistical data on soldier settlement was available in the New

Zealand Official Yearbook, the AJHR,Census, and NZPD. These statistics

were often compiled in d.i f Eer en t ways, over different periods of time

leading to discrepanci.es be t.wcen the sources. To overcome thi.s, the

A,JHR was chosen as the major source of reference for statistics on

the general development of soldier settlements, as this source Lnc l.ude s

the annual reports on the soldiers settlement scheme as requested by

Parliament. The statistics presented in the reports were compiled by

the Commissioner of Crown Lands for each Land District., and are the

most accu.rat;e and complete available.

'I'hi.a study quotes all areas in 'acres I as this is the uni.t dealt.

with at the time the scheme was in operation. As it is the unit used

in all official reports of soldier s et.t Lement s it was appropriate to

retain its use in this study.



CHAP'I'ER 2

THE TEVIOrr LAND

2.1 THE 'rEV lOT S'l']\'l'ION BEFORE SOLDIEr<. SE'r'rLEMENT
---~---------------_.--"._._-~._--

The Teviot Station, located 1.5 miles east of Roxburgh in

Central Otago (figure 1) was originally part of Eun 199 leased from

the Otago Provincial Government in 1860. The leasees of the Station,

John Cargil1 and Edward Robert Anderson, purchased 20,000 acres of it

in 1882. The sale of Teviot Station for ~16,OOO to Cargi11 and

Aride r son was part of the attempt by the Otago Provincial Government

to increase its income.

In 1871 the Province was facing a serious financial crisis and

the attempt to get money resulted in the sale of 50,000 acres of the

Moa Flat Station to t.he Australian millionaire, W J 'I' Clarke. The

sale wa s concluded in somewhat; unusual circumstances a.nd to the

dissatisfaction of many who felt the land should be used for subdivision, it

was placed in the hands of one land owner, alienating it for settlement

purposes. Clarke also wanted pa.rt of the Teviot Station, adjacent to

Moa Flat, but because of the feelings against the previous sale, this

purchase was done through the 1easees Cargill and Anderson. After the

sale, Cargil1 and Anderson transferred their new freehold of Teviot

Station to Mr Joseph Clarke, SOD of W J F C1arke (Clarke 1980, 254).

rrh(~ ownership of 'I'evi.o t, Stat:ion is somewhat: obscuro , until the Crown

purchased the freehold in 1907, but it is pr'esumed the Station

remained in the hands of the Clarke family up to t.hat; time.

Accounts of the 1907 sale differ,with one report that 'the

last owner of the o:ciginal ('reviot) station, Mr D MacFarkine, cut it

into two purchases' (Mt Benger Mail, 16.1.18) while a local history

st:ates 'the Crown acquired the freehold for settlement purposes, t.he

first recorded sale being in 1907' (Webster 1948, 34). Exactly
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Figure 1-.- T'EVTom____ L LOCA TION

---_.-------__4~__~'.·.
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who owned the land in 1907, whether the government, the Clarkes, or

MacFarkine (possibly a Clarke relation) is unclear and could not be

determined from Lands and Deeds files because of the subs equent;

subdivision which has occurred. However, in 1907 the Teviot Station

was divided into two blocks and sold. Mr J A Pannett purchased the

Hil1springs block wh i.Le Hr A F Roberts bought the homestead block

(also called the 'l'eviot Station, the name used to refer to this block

in this study). Both Robert and Pannett remained the owners of this

land until the properties were acquired by the Crown for further

subdivision under the soldiers settlement legislation.

2.2 GOVEHNMEN'l' PUECHASE

I'rhe government have purchased 'l'eviot" announced a telegram from

the Otago Commissioner of Crown Lands to the otago Land Board on

29 Joanuary 1918. The Teviot Estate was purchased for subdivision as

a soldier settlement after it was offered for sale by a court order of

11 December 1917. As the owner of the station, Al.exande.r Frederic

Roberts had been committed as a mental patient with no successors, the

Public 'I'rust was appointed statutory adminis t.ra t.o.r and authorised to

sell the property by public auction or pr i vat;e cont.r-act., '1'he Estate

was offered f oz sale at a time when the qove.r nment. was acquiring land

for soldiers settlement and other land for this purpose had already

been bought in the Clutha Valley. Teviot Estate joined the nearby

Westcott and Ballomy Settlements as land for discharged soldiers.

The 'revicto Estate was we L'l, suited for subdivision and closer

settlement, with a report. t.hat; this move would c:r.eat.e 'increased

pr'oduct.Lon and increasc"d prosperity follows as a natural sequence and

the whole cont.ributing to the progress of t.he district! (Mt Benger

Mail,16.1.18), This was the attitude fostered by the govex.·nrnent
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itself, in promoting closel'.rural settlement. The Estate consisted of

12,446 acres freehold bought at ~6 an acre and 19,250 acres of lease

hold given in at the same time. The price was comparatively cheap for

land bought in otago after the war. Land prices had soared with

government intervention in land purchasing for soldier se t.t.Lement;

and because of the demand for New Zealand agricultural products, which

the war had created. Much of the land offered to the government was

at exorbitant prices (McClintock 1966, 663) but because of the

promise to p rovLdo land for soldiers the government still often

purchased the land despite the cost. In 1918 when ~6 an acre was

paid for the 'I'eviot.: E's t.a t e , 5,273 acres was bought for a soldier

settlement at Gladbrook for r-sll. 34 an acre, 874 acres at Teihika for

~15 an acre, and 445 acres at Monte Christo for ~23 an acre, all

settlements in otago. Bet:ween 1912 and 1922 the average cost of land

purchased in the otago Land Dist.rict was Ici9. 52 an acre and for all

e s t.at.e s acquired by the Crown, 1310.2 -- however the pJ:e-wa.r prices

helped hide the post--war inflated land values. The r'anqe of prices

paid was from ~18.7 an acre for 95,751 aeres in Wellington to only

~3.55 an acre for 106.915 acres in Marlborough (AJHR 1922~ C-9).

More land was purchased to be included. in the 'I'ev i.o t; Settlement,

(Table 2) after 1918. Two blocks of land, 381 and. 500 acres each,

were offered for sale to t:he government on t.h.e death of the owner.

'I'hese were purchased by the government withthe intention of

increasing the size of the settlement to prevent any future diffi

culties over access to specific areas. In 1919 a furt.he r 11 acres

was purchased for access reasons, and in 1920 9,820 acres of the

Hi11springs f r e ehoLd and 28,600 acres leashold were added to the

Teviot Station after Mr

land available for subdivision on the 'rccviot Settlement by 1921 to

23,158 acres freehold and 47,850 acres leasehold.. In 1921 the area



TABLE 2

PURCHASE OF LAND FOR THE TEVI01' SET'rLEMENT: 1918-1920

23a.

Name of Area (acres) : Cost/Acre Date
Property

Freehold Leasehold '15
Purchased

--,..----

'reviot Estat.e 12,446 19,250 6 Feb 1918

Shiel's Farm 500 5.12/6 July 1918

Walker's Farm 381 6.10 July 1918

Hillsprings
Estate 9,820 28,600 6 Apr 1920

Pt Ormag1ade 11 10.12 .June 1919

Total Cost:

Source:

'15 1.38,926/0/00

AJHR C-S, 1918-1920
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of the Teviot Settlement was twice the size of the original land

secured and contained most of the land of the Teviot Station prior

to the 1907 split.

2.3 SUBDIVISION AND SET'l'LEMENT

After purchasing the Teviot Estate the Otago Land Board placed

a manager, Hr Ri.t.ch Le , on the Estate to con t Lnue the running of the

farm until such time as the land was ready for disposal. The preliminary

survey for the subdivisional properties and access roads for the settle-

ment was begun in May 1918. The need for adequate roading in this area

had long been discussed (Mark 1977, 277) and with the government's

purchase of the land, the roading was finally able to be put in, to

open up the area. With the need to survey the additional land

purchases of 1919 and 1920 the date for the openi.ng of the settlement

for selection by soldiers was set as early 1921.

In December 1920 t.he subdivision of the Teviot Settlement by the

surveyor, Hr Armitt, was completed. On the former freehold land, 36

past.oral sections were surveyed and on the leasehold land, 13 high

country r un s (figure 2). Land was also set. asi.de for community use -

24 acres as the woo l.shed reserve, and two acres each for a school and

a dam reserve. The woolshed reserve which included a sheep dip was

intended for the use of all settlers,each of whom paid a proportion

of its rent. The land set aside for a school was never needed, the

few children on r.he Settlement at.tending the Miller's Flat school.

'l'he rent for the dam resenTe was also pai.d for by all settlers, although

those on the runs used it: most: as it. provided a useful area for holding

sheep whi.le they were being shifted between summer and winter grazing

area.

From correspondcmce available in '1'he Lands and Survey files, .i t;
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appears that considerable effort was made by the Otago Land Board to

devise the most suitable subdivision for the settlement, taking into

account the physical and climatic features of the area. The report to

the Land Board made by the valuer prior to the purchase, described the

Teviot Est~ate as 'favourable for subdivision' with the eastern part

known as the Phaton block referred to as 'very suitable for subdivision'

with 'soils of excellent quality and exceedingly fertile' (FLS 4/27 (1)

1918; Mr Begg to OLB). His report also contained a warning over the

difficulty of providing pennanent water to all holdings, and rabbits were

described as a problem on some parts of the settlement with 1,300 acres

being 'rough land which had been eaten out by the pest' (FLS 4/27 (1)

1918; Begg to ccr.) . 'I'h e valuer considered control of rabbits to be the

crucial factor in the success of the settlement while he also placed

considerable emphasis on the availability of water. It was recognised

that the dry character of t.he western part of the settlement would

necessitate its subdivision into fairly large blocks. Linking of some

sections in the western area with runs, was cazri.ed out to enable farmers

to rest t.hc ir dry front blocks in summer by removing stock to the back

runs. This linking meant a greater number of settlers could be placed

on the land. The area on t.he eastern part of the original Estate was

recognised as being well watered and as a result was subdivided into

single, self--contained blocks. It was recognised that 'a good subdivision

of an estate is most esseni:ial to its successful working and too much care

cannot be exercised in this direction' (FLS 4/27 (2) 1918; eel. to Minister

of Lands).

Not only was the valuer I s report on the 'I'e v i.o t. Estate considered

during the subdivision but. once the initial boundaries were established

the of the Teviot Estate was instructed to inspect their

sui t.ab i.Li. ty. 'l'his instruction reflects the Land Board's concern that a

successful subdivision be made. To that end, provision was also made for
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roading. The physical features, water supply, climate, and rabbits

were all considered in assessment of the land's ability to support

closer settlement. The care taken possibly reflects the experience

already gained with respect. t.o earlier soldier set.t.lement.s where

sUbdivision had often been excessive. The st.abilit.y of t.his subdivision

is examined in Chapter 3.

Set.tlement. of t.he Land

In February 1921, three years aft.er the first. land purchase, 12

runs and 20 sections were opened for selection on t.he Teviot Settlement.

Applications were invit.ed from landless returned soldiers over the age

of 21 with a minimum of El,OOO. '1'he monetary requirement was to ensure

those securing land would be able t.o carry out all the lease conditions

and not encounter financial difficulty over the initial high costs and

low returns involved in establishing a farm, As well a s the rent, which

was set at 4.5 96 of the capital value of the land, the successful appli--

cant was also required to pay for fencing, any buildings on t.ho property

and a proportion of the licence over the dam and woolshed reserves.

Further conditions of settlement were - to keep the rabbits down,

prevent t.he growth and spread of noxious weeds, and t;o plant at. least

one acre of trees on the runs every year. Altogether the outlay of

money required by prospective settlers was great.

The 'I'eviot ballot followed the form established in 1808, wi.t.h

applicants app1yi.ng for specific holdings. 'I'he land was available

under two t.enures : sections under a renewable Lea s e for 35 years / and

runs under a licence to occupy Crown land for pastoral purposes, fO): a

term of 21 years. The run licences were to be held concurrently with

A further condition for settlers taking land in 1921 was that
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holdings could not be stocked inunediately, although the settlers could

proceed with fencing, building and cultivation. The Land Board's

manaqe.r on the 'I'evi.o t: Station had recommended:

'I strongly urge that although the soldiers a re
given possession of their sections, they are not
allowed to put any sheep on them ... in my
opinion this is the only way to ensure the
success of the settlement'

(FLS 4/27 (2) 29.11.20;
Mr Ritchie to Minister of Lands).

'1'his restriction on stocking was approved because the Teviot

Settlement was suffering from the previous year's drought conditions

and to allow stocking could result in damage to the land. Grazing under

such circumstances could affect the future carrying capacity of the

holdings.

The Crown Rangers for the Otago District believed that the

stocking restriction would keep the best class of settler away from the

ballot while the Conunissioner of Crown Lands requested t:.hat the Minister

of Lands postpone the ballot until 1922, when absolute possession could

be given of the land. This request was declined and plans for the

ballot to be held in March 1921 continued with the testriction on

s.t.ock i.nq for one year imposed.

Although rent was not to be paid for the first unofficial year

due to the stocking restriction, the Land Board received only 13 appli-

cat.ions for the 32 f a rms offered and two of these were wit.hdrawn before

the baLl.ot., Lnt.e rvi.ewe with the remaining 1.1 applicants were held by

t.he Land Board on 31 March 1921 after which eight runs were a.llotted

to soLd.ier s , 'l'hree applications for sections were declined for unknown

reasons, while two of the suoce s sf'uL applicants wit.hdrew after they

were approved by the Land Board and before taking up any land. 'I'hese

wi t hdzawa.Ls r esuI ted in only s Lx ~;oldiers taking up land on the '1'eviot

Settlement in 1921.
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one occurred because the section was being re-linked with a smaller run

which did not require as large a section, while the second was reduced

because it was unlinked and no longer needed to provide support for a

run.

Five of the six unlinked sections which underwent changes in

boundary were increased in size, while one was eliminated completely.

The sections were increased by 28%, 26.4%, 10.1%, 10% and 5.9% of their

original area through the redist:ribution of the 636 acres from the

section which was eliminat.ed. All sect.ions involved in area change had

failed to be select.ed in the 1921 ballot. By increasing their size, the

atago Land Board hoped to encourage sett.lement of these holdings. All

of these sections were on the eastern block of the settlement which had

originally been regarded as the most suitable area for subdivision. As

a consequence of this evaluation the area was closely SUbdivided, but

this proved to be unsuitable and the holdings increased in size.

In November 1924 the decision was taken to change the boundaries

of t.he six sect.ions which were still unselect:ed, as it appeared

unlikely that they would attract settlers in their existing form.

Previously applications had been received by some individuals who wished

to occupy two of these six sections, but no applicants were willing to

settle on holdings as offered. One applicant. who applied for sections

7 and 21, described sec ti.on 7 as being I too small to enable a man to

get a living! while another criticised sect.ion 34 as 'too small and

dear by itself' (FLS 4/27 (4) I 3.3.24). A further section involved in

the changes had been described by a 'l'eviot settler as 'very high and

also bad wi.th rabbits. It is only fit to

run in conj unct i.on with another block' (FLS 4/27 (4),3.12.24).

Three of these sections st.ill vacant in 1924 had had rent
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'rho Roxbuzqh local newspaper reported the 'little attent.ion' and

only 'moderate response' to the Teviot ballot as a result of the stocking

restriction which meant settlers 'could not obtain a return for nearly

two years' (Mt Benger Mail 6.4.21). The Otago Land Board report on the

ballot stat.ed that the lack of interest shown in the Teviot Settlement

was due to 'the drop in wool and stock prices, the bad appearance of

the land and the special condition prohibiting stocking' (FLS 4/27 (2)

20.4.21; OLB to Minister of Lands) •

After the poor results of the first ballot, the proclamation

setting the Teviot Settlement land apart for soldier settlement only,

was revoked from the vacant holdings and in 1922 the unoccupied land

was opened for general applications, with preference being given to

soldiers. The Teviot Settlement by 1922 had cost the g·overnment in

excess of ~156,OOO in respect of its purchase, subdivision, roading and

administration. 'I'h e only ret.urns which had been gained for this outlay

were from t.he stock being run on the 'l'eviot Estate.

It appears that by the end of 1921 the Otago Land Board concluded

that the demand for land by soldiers would not increase as the peak of

applications for land had passed. By opening the remaining vacant 'l'eviot

holdings for general application, it was hoped to encourage settlement

of the land. The change of the Teviot Settlement to ordinary settlement

did not alter the way in which the land was settled, just the criteria

of those eligible to become settlers.

Improvement in wool prices after 1922 (figure 3) led to 12

sections and one run being settled between 1922-1924. Land s·till vacant

i.n 1924 was offered in a second ballot after some boundary changes had

a great deal of a t.t.errt i.on with 79 app1icat:ions being received for the

11 holdings offered. Nine settlers were selected from those applyinq
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as no applications were received for two of the sections offered.

However, one of the successful applicants withdrew on selection because

of ill-health and a further two withdrew stating only that they had

decided not to accept the land. This resulted in six settlers taking

up land on tl1e Teviot Settlement in 1924.

'1'he six sections and three runs still unoccupied in November 1924

underwent major boundary alterations carried out by the Otago Land Board

and were re-offered at a third ballot as six holdings in 1925. There

was no difficulty attracting settlers for these reorganised holdings,

with the average number of applicants for each of the t:hree runs being

47, and for each of the three sections, 21. One run received no fewer

than 60 appLicarrt.s , This demand for tl1e land contrasted with the

interest ShO~l at previous ballots suggests the manner of the subdivision

and subsequent holding size as a significant factor in delaying their

select:ion.

The slow occupancy of t.he Teviot Settlement (Table 3) differs

from most other soldier settlements where the land tended to be selected

quickly after being offered. The Benmore and Clift:on Set-tlement:s arc an

example of this and both were fully settled after one land ballot

(Maloney 1982). Only five years after the Teviot Settlement was first

offered for selection was the land fully occupied.

'l'he 'l'eviot soldier settlement was one of the areas bought by

the govex-nment to provide land for dischm:ged soldiers and was

subdivided to allow closer settlement. t.han previously. The success of

this set.t:lement in meeting t.he government's aims are now examined.
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CHAPTER 3

'£HE srI'ABILI'l'Y OF 'rUE TEVIOT SUBDIVISION------.__.._---------------------------
The way in which land was subdivided for settlement is repeatedly

cited as important to the eventual success or failure of soldier

settlements. Maloney (1982) for example, argues that in Otago,

soldiers were offered farms which were too small to be profitable. The

same was found by Allan (1967) in South Canterbury. Both these authors

found faulty subdivision contributed to the failure (as they defined

it) of the settlements. This chapter examines the subdivision for the

Teviot Settlement and discusses its importance to the outcome of this

soldier settlement.

One useful measure of the success of a subdivision is the

maintenance or relative stability of the boundaries over a period of

time. The original Te~iot holdings offered for selection in 1921 will

be compared wi.t.h their Lat.e r boundaries. If changes occurred in the

boundaries after the first ballot in 1921, this would indicate that

there was a deficiency in the initial subdivision. The stability of

boundaries will be assessed in terms of changes to the size of runs and

sections and by the change in the links between runs and sections which

were offered together to form a holding.

'l'he boundaries pubLished in 1921 will be compared with those

pub Li.shcd in 1924 and 1925, and with the s i.z e of holdings quoted by the

Otago Land Board in the files of Lands and Survey for 1931 and 1936.

Minor changes in the area of holding over this t;me will be disregarded

as likely to be the result of survey errors.

The 1921 Subdivision

The Teviot Settlement was surveyed into 46 holdings, 20 sections

and 13 sections which were to be fanned in conjunct.ion with 13 r uns
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(figure 2). 'rhe linkage of some sections with runs, although physically

miles apart, was intended to permit the utilisation of both the back

country and dry front section in as effective a way as possible.,

The land incorporated in the runs was former leasehold land and

comprised mainly tall tussock grass growing above 600 metres. As

described previously (see Chapter 2), care was taken by the Otago

Land Board over the fonn of the subdivision with the intention of

creating the most suitable single man holdings on the land available.

'l'he stability of the boundaries established for runs and sections, and

the links between, are examined.

3.1 RUNS

to be f a rrned satisfactorily by one person.

Minor changes were made to the boundaries on other runs but all

involved less than 2~; of t.he i r total area, and are most likely to

indicate survey errors. Overall, the boundaries established for the

runs remained relatively unchanged from 1921-1936, when the last

information on the boundaries of holding is available (there was only

one change over this time). An evaluation of the stability of runs is

incomplete in this f o rrn as cons i.derat.ion mus t; also be made of the

section-·run links on the settLement., Some sections and runs were

linked as only in this way was the land considered t.o form a suitable

holding. The success of runs was depel~ent on their adequate integration

with sections to provide winter pasture.
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3.2 LINKAGES

Sections linked with runs had a great variation in size, ranging

from 575 to 1,046 acres (Table 5). 'rhe size of the section in p.ropo r t.Lon

to the size of their runs was also very varied with some sections being

in an area of only 12.5% of their run size while others were as large

as 52% of their run Slze. By 1926 seven of the 13 sections linked with

runs had been 0.1t.e r ed in some way. Five of these sections had changed

thei.r original size while three had link changes. Of the five sections

which had area changes, three were increased in size by 7.7%, 15.9% and

17% each, and two decreased by 6.5% and 4.1% of their 1921 size while

remaining linked to their original runs.

In 1925 two sections, proportionately small in comparison to

t.he i r runs, were unlinked and the runs had new sections allotted to

replace them. This occurred after the holdings had failed by 1925 to

become occupied. One of the runs was re-linked with a section,

previously linked to another run, to provide t.hc run with a much larger

section. Each of the changes was an attempt by the Otago Land Board to

create a better balanced holding of s ummer and winter pasture.

Another change in section-run linkage was made after a request

was made by a settler of five years to exchange his linked section for

a more suitable one. The request was granted as the Land Boaz-d agreed

that the original section was not the most suitable for the run which

it was linked to. The new section chosen by the settler was 200 acres

smaller, but closerby road to the run than the previous section. One

further linkage change occurred when run 643 was subdivided in 1927 and

a section had to be linked to the new holding. 'I'his was done simply,

as the settler who took over the lease of part of 643 already owned. a

section.



TABLE 5

SIZE AND PROPOR'I'ION OF TOrrAL HOLDING OF LINKED SECTIONS

32a.

1 643 31.7 + 1.0

4 720 34.2 + 17 .0

9 950 17.6 0

10 660 19.7 6.5

12 737 25.4 0

13 621 23.6 0

14 730 19.9 + 15.9

29 637 11.6 0

30 1,046 31.2 0

31 596 19.8 0

32 575 11.1 0

35 810 12.7 4.1

36 584 15.8 + 7.7

section Size 1921
(acres)

96 Tot:al
Run-Section

Holding

% Change in
Section Area
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In all, five links were altered between 1921 and 1927 and a

further five of the linked sections had a change of boundary. The

total area of the sections li~(ed to runs increased by 989 acres,

mainly through the addition of a section to link with part of run 643

when it was subdivided, and the average size of these sections increased

from 716 acres in 1921 to 735.5 acres in 1927.

Attempts to integrate the linked sections and runs into more

suitable holdings was effected mainly by changing linkages (figure 5).

These changes were found to be necessary after the formation of the

original subdivision because in some cases holdings had been produced

which were just not economically viable. '1'0 ensure full settlement of

the land, the Land Board found it was necessary to change some of t.he

holding links. Only seven of the 13 section-run links, and the size of

these holdings, remained constant after 1921 (figure 4). The changes

which occurred all t.ook place befor:e 1927.

3.3 SECTIONS

The original subdivision established 20 si.nqI.e sections and 13

run-'sections. The run-sections have been dealt with, but will be

included in this discussion in order to provide an understanding of the

total changes to section boundaries which occurred on the Teviot

Settlement. Eleven sections changed in size between 1921-1926, five of

which were on sections linked with runs and six on single sections.

The increase in size which occurred on lin~~d sections (7.7%,

15.9% and 17%) were in respect of the sections linked with the smallest

runs, and two were on holdings abandoned by their first s e Lec t.ors , '1'he

increase in section size by the Ot-ago Land Board after these holdings

we r e left vacant suggests that: the character of the secU.on·-run link was

part of the cause. Of the two li.nked sections which were reduced i.n size,
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one occurr ed because t.he scc t i.on was being re-linked with a smaller run

which did not require as large a section, while the second was reduced

because it was unlinked and no longer needed to provide support for a

run.

Five of the six unlinked sections which underwent changes in

boundary were increased in size, while one was eliminated completely.

The sections were increased by 28%, 26.4%, 10.1%, 10% and 5.9% of their

original area through the redist:ribution of the 636 acres from the

section which was eliminat.ed. All sections involved in area change had

failed to be selected in the 1921 ballot. By increasing their size, the

Otago Land Board hoped to encourage settlement of these holdings. All

of these sec t.ions were on the eastern block of the settlement which had

originally been regarded as the most suitable area for subdivision. As

a consequence of this evaluation the area was closely subdivided, but

this proved to be unsuitable and the holdings increased in size.

In November 1924 the decision was taken to change the boundaries

of the six s ec t Lons whi.ch were still unselected, as it appeared

unlikely that they would attract settlers in their existing form.

Previously applicat:ions had been received by some individuals who wished

to occupy two of these six sections, but no applicants were willing to

settle on holdings as offered. One applicant who applied for sections

7 and 21, described section 7 as being 'too small to enable a man to

get a living! while another criticised section 34 as 'too small and

dear by itself' (FLS 4/27 (4),3,3,24). A further section involved in

the changes had been described by a Teviot settler as 'very high and

cold and very far back and also bad wi.th rabbit:s. It is only fit to

run in conjunction with another block' (FLS 4/27 (4), 3.12.24).

Three of these sections still vacant in 1924 had had rent
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increases of fjlO or t;20 in 1922 in an attempt by the Otago Land Board to

show a credit on the 'I'eviot Settlement balance sheet. Section rents

were already high as a ref3ult of the Estate having been purchased at

i36 an acre and the amount of roa.ding which was needed necessit.ated

further expenditure. 'rhe high rents, in conjunction with falling wool

prices and the small size of the sections, deterred potential selectors.

Further ; these six sections were classified as second class land in

1921, but were reclassified in 1936 as third class. The officially

unrecognised poor quality of the land is likely to have been another

factor in their failure to be seleted.

'1'0 encourage selection of the six vacant sections, four were

amalgamated to form two holdings as applicants had been requesting, and

two of the sec ti.ons previously linked wi.t.h runs were combined t.o form one

single holding. The vacant land was not z'ed i.s t ri.bu t.ed among existing

selected sections as the Commissioner of Crown Lands did not think 'any

of the vacant sections could be satisfactorily utilised to enlarge the

present selected small sections' (FLS 4/27 (5), 1.8.24). 'rhe new

amalgamated holdings were readily selected when offered in 1925.

One further ama Lqama t i.on occurred in 1925 when two sections

reverted to a mortgage con~any after the owners were both convicted of

sheep st.ea Li.nq , The mortgage company considered both sec-tions to be too

small on their own to attract new sett.lers and request;ed the otago Land

Board to allow their mer'ger Lnt.o one holding. 'I'h is , not all boundary

cha nge s were initiated by the Land Boardi some were the result of the

desire of Lndiv Ldual.s to create chanqe , The reasons for altering

sec·tion boundaries, whethex: by the Land Board or others, was always to

secure a more suitable farm unit eit.her by increasing t.he area of the

holding or chanqLnq the .rt.m···section links.
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3.4 DISCUSSION OF' SUBDIVISIONAL STABILI'l'Y

Between 1921 and 1927 changes to the original surveyed area

occurred on 19 of the 33 sections surveyed, with respect to size,

amalgamation and links with runs. Only one run was altered t:hrough

subdivision, although four runs had section links changed. With

respect to the changes in the size of sections, 13 occurred on the

20 single sections, and six on the sections originally linked with

runs. Only 14 of the total 33 sections remained with unchanged

boundaries in 1927.

By 1926 instead of the 33 farm uni.ts originally surveyed, only

29 existed. The reduction of four holdings on the Teviot Settlement

was the result of amalgamation and in one case, elimination. The Land

Board's attempt to promote close settlement on Teviot had meant in the

first instance, excessive subdivision. The eastern block, particularly,

was cut into uneconomically small units which later had to be increased.

When it became apparent after the first and second ballots that

some of the holdings were not being selected because of their small size

and high rents, the Land Board readily altered the subdivision. Sections

still unselected by the end of 1924 underwent further revisions to create

more attractive holdings. It was only after subdivisional changes had

been made to increase the sLz e of some holdings and create a better

balance between section and run holdings that t.he 'l'eviot Sett.lement:

boundaries ceased to change, and from 1926 on the land was fully

occupi.ed. Changes d~d occur through ownership transactions where

several settlers sold out. to c;;hers, but from 1926 no further inter-

vention was necessary by the Otago Land Board to produce a suitable

subdivision.

Although care had been taken over the initial subdivision,
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boundaries did have to be altered both before land was select.ed and

after, yet the extent of the changes on the Teviot Settlement were

minor in comparison t.O changes found necessary on other soldier.

settlements, where little attention had been pa.id to topogr.aphy and

climatic conditions (Maloney 1982). Seven of the run-section holdings

on t.he Teviot Settlement remained unchanged in 1936, as did eigh1: of

the boundaries of the single sections.

The success of the subdivision and its stability can only be

assessed when ownership changes are also considered. 'rhe revisions

to the original survey which existed by 1926 (figure 6) resulted in

the creation of a subdivision well suited to t.he land, and which had

few later changes. The maintenance of these holdings as separate units

and the continuity in their ownership are two fux.ther criteria by

which success of this se t t Lemen t can be assessed.
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CHAPTER 4

THE STABILITY OF TEVIOT SETTLERS
------_.~~~----_......----_.._-----.

A further criteria for assessing the success of the Teviot

Settlement is the extent of ownership changes which occurred between

1921-1940, or the 'stability' of the settlers.

Powell (1971) records the number of forfeited and surrendered

soldier holdings in Otao and suggests a very high level of mobility

among soldier settlers which merits the attention of more comprehensive

analysis. Maloney (1982) also found there was a high level of movement

by soldiers off the land they had selected. On the Clifton soldier

settlement, 38% of the set.tlers had departed within three years, while

on the Benmore soldier settlement, all soldiers excluding one had moved

away f rom the land by 1930 (Maloney 1982, 57).

This section will establish the frequency of movement off the

Teviot Settlement by settlers between 1921-1940. The movement of the

first. selectors off the settlement and then the mobility of this group

and all subsequent settlers will be exam.i.ncd , 'I'he farming experience

and background of the first settlers will also be determined. Any

administrative changes and the prevailing economic conditions which

could affect farmers, are also considered to determine their effect on

the length of time settlers were resident at Teviot.

Movement by settlers, both soldier and civilian, off the Teviot

Settlement: within Live years of taking up residence will be used as

evidence of settler instability and possible reflection o£ the

successfulness of this soldier settlement. The conditions of land

selection included a five year residency clause for the selector and

t.ransfer of land was only allowed wit.hin five years of selection in

exceptiona.l c iroums t arices , subject. to t.he approval of t.he D:L at.rLct; Land
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Board.

The reasons indentified as the cause of settlers departing will be

considered to determine why the movement: of settlers off the land took

place. The reasons found at 'I'eviot w.i.Ll, be compared with reasons given

for the failure of soldier settlements by Allan (1967), and with those

cited by the Inquiry Board in 1923 for the Otago Land District.

4.1 'I'HE OIUGINAL rI'EVIOT LAND SE'I'TLEHS

Of the 31 successful applicants who settled land on the Teviot

Settlement., nine of t.he settlers had departed within three years, while

a further three settlers left within five years of selecting land.

Thirty-eight per cent of the original settleis left before the five

year residency clause of land selection had been fulfilled, this is a

much lower level than t.hat; apparent on other soldier set:tlements

(Maloney 1982). Twelve of the original land settlers remained on the

Teviot Settlement in 1940, 15 years after they first arrived, whereas

on t.he Benmore soLd ier settlement, all of the or i.qi.naL settlers had left

by this date, 17 years after it was first settled.

For this study a questionnaire (Appendi.x B) was compiled and

completed for 26 of the 31 original settlers. Information about the

settlers was obtained from their original land application forms to t.he

otago Land Board and from Lands and Deed s records. Five of the original

land applications forms were missing from the archives and to obtain

information about these settlers, it was necessary to rely solely on

Land and Deeds records which provided only incomplete information.

This questionna.ire enalJled the characteristics of the original settlers,

t.he i r previous farm experience I the type of land tenure selected, year

of selection, and a.ny subsequent purchases of la.nd, used to assess

fa.ctors af f e c t.Lnq t.he length of time the first land sett.lers remained

on the Teviot Settlement.
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Fewer than half the Teviot settlers were in fact discharged

soldiers. 'rhe rest were civilians who were able to apply for land on

this settlement after 1922 when the clause setting the Teviot land aside

for discharged soldiers only, was revoked by the otago Land Board.

All of the Teviot set.tlers came from locations within the Otago

and Canterbury provinces. The previous pla.ce of residence was very

diverse between these settlers within these two provinces, with the

exception of six settlers who all came from Miller's Fla.t. This area,

less than five miles from the Settlement, was the only location to have

more than two applicants accepted as Teviot settlers. This high number

of settlers from Miller's Flat, which had only a small population

suggests that the Otago Land Board favoured applicants' knowledge of the

land being offered for selection. 'l'he disproportionate number of

settlers from Miller's Flat in relation to its size suggests, moreover,

that the land ballot was not in fact completely random, but the

suitabili.ty of applicants closely examined. The suitability of

applicants from the local area for selection as set.U.ers on the Teviot

Settlement was accurately assessed by the Otago Land Board as all six

of the Miller's Flat settlers remained on the Settlement for longer

than five ye azs , The settlement expectati.ons of these local applicants,

in conjunction with their assessment of the land's productivity and the

climate of the area, made them suitable candidates for selection. This

group of settlers had first hand realistic knowledge of t.he settlement

enabling them to adapt to the conditions. Thi:::. is of importance as tlle

Lands and Survey descriptions of t.he set.t.Lemen t; and the land tended to

be ambiguous, making the area sound particularly attracf.::ive when in fact

___ it_did ~~man¥__.unat.t.rac t~v-@----£@G.-i..::Yr-e-s-.----see4::c-i0~f-:fe-red~clecti on

in 1924 were described as 'undulating .•. containing a. large proportion

of ploughable land. 'I'he soil is good schist loam' (Lands and Survey Map

21/94, 1924). This description does not accurately describe all
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sections, many of which were rugged with s t.e ep gullies. The term

'undulating' was too mild in this context, especially as it can be

interpreted in so many different ways depending upon past experience;

the 'undulating' land of South Canterbury is quite unlike the area

referred to by the Otago Land Board at Teviot. The generalised

description by the Lands and Survey Department of the 'I'eviot sections

enabled the holdings being offered for selection to sound much more

attractive to potential settlers than they actually were.

Although 12 of the original settlers (out of 26) had had

previous applications for land declined, and most of these also by the

Otago Land Board, the quality of the 'l'eviot set.tlers does not appear to

have been in any way inferior t:o that of other settlements est.ablished

in Otago. The stability of residenc0 of Teviot settlers was greater

than on other soldier settlements which have been studied.

The need for soldiers to have some prior fanning experience

before being allotted land, was stressed by the government at the time

the Discharged Soldier Settlement Bill was introduced in 1915, but

although plans to establish farm training schools were proposed, these

never eventuated.

In 1920 the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Otago, advocated that

soldiers wishing to s e t t.Le at 'l'eviot be employed as farm labourers on

the Teviot Station with the a s surance that 't.hose who make good will,

when the time comes, be allotted sections' (FLS ·\/27 (2), 1.3.20).

This promise was never carried out, but the Otago Land Board's

__(;_Q!Lc:~ rn __tllat:_.13_E;'_U~Jer s _sho·uldhav£..prmziDus-l;z-llad-adcquate-t:a-J;m~irlg-~--~

experience to take up a holding .is shown by those who were selected.
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The Otago Land Boa.rd in its reports, was inclined to lay a

sizeable portion of the blame for failure of soldier holdings at the

doorstep of t.he settler himself (Powell. 1971a, 156). 'I'he Inquiry Boazd

however, reported in 1923 that only 20% of the unsuccessful soldier

farms in Otago had inexperience or incorrect farming techniques as a

factor contributing to their failure (AJHR 1923, C-9A). All of the

original 'I'ev i.o t; settlers whose land application forms were available

were used to determine what effect previous farming experience had on

length of residency. A question on the land application form asking

each applicant to s t.a t.e present occupation and another asking for past

farm experience, were used. '£his latter question enabled previous

experience to be quantified, as most applicants had recorded experience

as a certain number of years, providing a mo r e objective measure of

experience than the st.ated occupation. Many sett.lers appeared to have

taken up non-farm work after t.he war, although they had previously been

employed on farms, and this was not, always evident from the occupation

stated.

All of t.he applicants who were chosen as sett.lers for the 'I'eviot

land had had some previous experience in farming. The extent of the

farming experience r anqed from less than one year to over' 20 years.

Only five of the settlers had had less than two years' experience when

applying for the land. Twenty of the original land selectors had more

than 10 years experience with half of these stating "life" as their

length of experience (Table 6). The term I life' is unquant:i.fiable but

obviously indicates considerable f a.rmi.nq experience. 'rhe variation of

-------f-actm-expe-r±en-ee-was-simi-±ar-fur-butlrsulul-erC11ld-civlllc'in-seftlex'i'f:;-
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Number of Years
Experience

Frequency

0-1 4

1- (2) 1

2--(3) 3

3- (5) 0

5- (10) 2

10-(15) 4

15-(20) 7

Life 10 n -- 31

-----------_._---
'1'he previous occupations stated by each settler on his land

application form were divided into two groups: farm related and non-farm

related. This enabled the former occupations of the se t.t.Le r s to 1:;8

compar-ed with t.he ir length of residency on the settlement. Sixteen

settlers recorded previous occupations as farm related while only nine

had non-farm related occupations prior to their selection of land on

the 'I'e v.i.o t; Settlement. Eleven settlers who had previously had farm

employment, and four who had not, remained on the sett.lement for over

10 years. A greater proportion of those who reoor ded former occupation

as farm related remained longer on the Teviot Settlement than those who

did not.

Settlers who left the settlement within two years had a similar

variation in the length of farm expe:r:ience as settlers who were still

on the land in 1940. One se'U:1er I with more than 10 years farm

experience, left the se t.t.Lemont; within 24 months while two settlers

still on the settlement in 1940. This contrast suggests that previous

farm experience did not have a major influence on the len9th of

occupation of se t.t.Lc r s on the 'l'eviot Sett:lement, and is in accord
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with the conclusi.on reached for two other soldier settlements by

Maloney (1982). However, as none of the Teviot settlers were completely

inexperienced in farming, with all having had some experience even if

less than one year, the conclusion that previous farm experience does

not affect length of settlement cannot be generalised beyond the

group s t.ud i.ed , v..1J:1ether or not settlers wit.h no previous experience

would have had a similar pattern of stability of residency as the

experienced Teviot settlers is a point still unknown.

A comparative study is necessary between those individuals who

were selected to become fanners, and those who were declined land by

the Land Boards, in order for the importance of previous farm experience

to be fully detennined. A comparison of this nature would provide an

interesting insight into the characteristics of those who were selected

to become settlers under the government's soldier settlement scheme,

but does not come within the scope of this study.

Land Tenure and of Hesidence

Land on the 'l'eviot Set·tlement wa s offered under two different

t.enures . Run s were offered on a lease to be held in con j unc t i.on with

a licence of a specific section, while single sections were to form

holdings on their own without the support of a run. Hun-section

holdings changed hands less frequently than did the single sections,

with no run having more than three owners from time of selection

until 1940, while three single sections had four owners in this time

(Table 7) .
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NUIVIBEH OF OWNERSHIP CHANGES FROM TIME OF SELEC'l'ION UN'l'IL 1940

Number of
Owners

Runs Sections

1

2

3

4

7

4

3

o

n == 13

5

6

1

3

n == 15

The three runs on which the most ownership changes took place

were all areas of tall tussock where seasonal snow generally continued

into the spring. This type of run was the least profitable because of

its altitude, and as a consequence, had the greatest change of owners,

but even these holdings with three owners in 16 years is not

necessarily evidence of an unsuccessful settlement.

Hithin five years of selection, only two runs had changed

hands, while in the same time, seven of the single sections had a new

owner. Of the original settlers of the Teviot Settlement, 12 still

remained on the land in 1940.

Seven of these permanent residents were run holders while only

five were section owners, although the number of single sect:ions far

out-numbered t.he number of runs. The size of the sections which were

linked to the rum; did not affect the holdings f ability to retain a

settler. Runs with a.llott:ed sections which were only a s'Clall proport.ion

of t.he run size had t.he same tendency for sett.1ers to remain on these

Conversely t.he size of a single section :::'3:~.':.!. important in influencing

the length of residency of the settler on that holding. Single sections

wi t.h ~3ettlers who remained for the shortest time were also those which
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had the smallest land area. This relationship between size of holding

and length of residency supports the finding in South Canterbury that

the small size of holdings was the principal reason for soldier farmers

to fail (Allan 1967, 85). The Teviot sections which had the greatest

number of ownership changes were located on the eastern side of the

settlement. This area had been closely subdivided because of the

valuer's report: which emphasised its suitability for subdivision. The

result of this subdivision was the production of single sections which

were too small to be profitable, and in 1925 these were reported by the

Crown Rangers for the area to be badly infested with rabbits. These

holdings continued to have frequent owner changes until they had

become greatly increased in size either through ama Lqarna t.Lori with

other sections carried out by the Otago Land Board prior to 1925, or

throu'jh purchase by settlers who already owned land on the settlement.

'I'hese sections had not proved to be as adequately formed as was

anticipated because although the area was well watered, the nature of

the 'I'eviot land and climate meant to be farmed, best holdings required

ei ther to be larger in size or to be supported by summe r run country.

The holdings with the fewest changes in settlers (figure 7) were

those c Lust.e rod on the western side of t.he settlement. This area had

not been originally as closely subdivided because of its perceived

poor water supply. There was one severe drought which affected t:he

settlement during 1924-1925 but the larger western holdings were able

to adequately support their settlers because of t.he i r size. A recent

land use capability study (Otago Regional Water Board, 1976) has

identified this area as Class IV or VII land, capable of moderate

..grazing···anellirni1~ed--cu·ltivat,ienTwhe·reCl:s-()therCl.reas····of-the ·SBt-tJ:-emBnt

are today designated as CLas s VIII land. It would appear that in 1920

the Lands and Survey under-assessed the western block and regarded it

as being of much poorer quality land than it La t.e r proved to be. while
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the production potential of the eastern block was over-estimated. The

integTation of summer and winter country as was carried out to form

linked run-·section holdings proved to be the best subdivision arrangement

with these combinations retaining settlers longer than single sections.

Year of Selection

The year in which holdings weze selected proved to have an

effect on the length of residence of the settlers. Nine holdings were

selected in 1924, and only three of these selectors still remained on

the land in 1940; while of the 12 holdings taken in 1923, only one was

still held by the original settler in 1940. The one holding which

retained its settler was a section which had been greatly enlarged

prior to its selection. Seven of the holdings taken in 1923 had

settlers depart within three years of selection, whereas none of the

holdings taken in 1924 or in 1925 had had settlers leave in this time.

Holdings selected in 1925 tended to retain their original

settlers because these were the holdings which had been subject to

boundary changes prior to their se Lec t.Lon , The later date at which

holdings were select.ed, the more stable was their subsequent owncrah i.p

(figure 7). 'I'hi.s is a result: of the reorganisation which occurred

within the Tevi.ot Settlement after the original subdivision of the

land was made. Some holdings had their boundaries altered prior to

their selection in 1925, al~ this, in conjunction with the general

improvements which occurred in the economy after 1926, provided

increased land areas which resulted in better invomes for these

settlers. 'l'hese later settlers were thus more likely to become

profitable f a rmer s and hence remained on the land. Holdings selected

after 1923 were also those which had been revalued and given rent

reductions, which helped the new se t.t.Le r s f Lnanc i a Ll.y , The lower

rents of the later selected holdings enabled settlers t.o meet; financial
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commi tment.s in order to maintain themselves on the land more easily

than those who took up land under the original rents.

Until 1924 only soldier settlers were eligible for rent

revaluations as provisions for this were set out in the Discharged

Soldiers Settlement Amendment; Act, 1923. This 1923 Amendment Act set

up the Dominion Heva1uation Board which was constituted with the power

to revalue and reduce the land price and rents on soldier holdings,

where it was deemed necessary for their continued maintenance. The

revaluations which were made were back-dated to 1 July 1921, or the

date of the lease commencement. 'feviot civilian se t t Lers were not

eligilJle for this financial assistance until later legislation was

plassed. Huns selected by soldiers on the settlement in 1921 had rents

reduced by the Hevaluat.ion Board in 1922, in response to the Commissioner

of Crown Lands who at the time the runs were selected stated 'the

reni;ls are too high to enable the s ett.Le r s to make a living' (FLS 4/27

(3),19.7.21).

The rents placed on the 'I'eviot holdings had been appropriate at

the time they were set, but with the declining prices for agricultural

products after 1921, the rents were too high for the settlers to meet.

Run s selected in 1921 were reduced 40-·57?& of their original r-ent; but

none of the sections received rent reductions as they were still

considered t.o be app.ropr iat.e , Hents had been set in relation to the

costs of the land pu rchase and the subsequent prepax'ations for the

settlement. An addition bGO had been placed on t.he Teviot holdings

aft.e r the initial rents were suggested to provide extra r evemre for

the additional roading needed. This extra increase made the rents

exorbitant and was a factor which hindered the

selected.
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In 1925 the Dominion Revaluation Board advised that reductions

of up to 48% be given to rents on 12 of the sections owned by soldiers,

which had not previously been revalued. Later that same year, a

further seven sections, with civilian settlers, were granted one year's

remission of rent while t:he remaining eight sections, which had not

previously had rent reductions, underwent revaluation.

By the end of 1925 all Teviot holdings, both soldier and civilian,

had been revalued. Rent reductions enabled those acquiring holdings,

after they had been revalued, to remain on the land, whereas earlier

se t t l.ers often could not, the revaluation coming much too late for

them to be able t.o cope financially and remain.

The six 'l'eviot holdings selected in 1921 had few ownership

changes wi, t:h three of the six holdings having only one owner up to 1940,

an apparent contradiction with previous statements. However, this was

because these 1921 holdiQgs were taken by selectors who had first choice

of the land, and who took the most attractive holdings - the runs.

These 1921 selectors were also all soldiers, and therefore eligible for

early rent reductions. Runs with their links to sections offered

settlers a more traditional unit in this area, and the z errt s were lower

in proportion to the amount of land in each of these holdings in

compar ison to the separate sections. Soldiers as a group were relatively

stable set:tlers because they had f i.rs t; selection of Lhe land, and had in

general purchased run holdings.

Purchase of Additional Land

In two counties adjacent to 'ruapeka it: was found t.ha t; pastoralis·ts

r e sponded to fallinq product prices by increao::;j.ng stock nwnbers (Oleannor

1980, 210). One means of farming Lo increase stock numbers was to buy

addi-tional land and thus enlarge the area of land they had available for
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stock carrying. Additional land purchases, in response to the economic

situation, was used by 12 of the 18 settlers who remained longer than

10 years on the 'I'evi.ot; Settlement, to increase the size of their land

holdings (Table 8).

Eight of the additional land areas purchased by settlers were

inside the Teviot Settlement, and a f urt.he r four were on land close to

the settlement. The land purchased by settlers outside the settlement

comprised of small blocks which were purchased with the intention of

erecting houses, as well as for using the area surrounding the house as

extra wi.nt.e r grazing. The houses on the 'I'eviot Settlement tended to be

clustered on the south side of the Settlement close to the roads leading

to Roxburgh. Some of the E;cttlers t houses were built farther away on

t.he.i r section holdings, a l t.houqh the land close to the Clut:ha River held

more appeal as cl location, apparent.ly because of the easy access. The

o r i q i.n a L sett:lers were responsible for es t ab Iishi.no their own houses as

only some holdings had dwellings at the time of selection with financial

assistance available to soldiers for this purpose.

The purchase of additional land by some settlers sug<;jests they

considered that their ori.ginal holdin<;js were inadequate. Some run

holders felt that the balance of winter and aumme r count:ry was not

suitable and some were forced to buy more freehold land for wintering

stock, in ordor t.o take advarrt.aqe of t.heir large area of summer count.ry ,

However, iunholders were less likely to purchase additional land than

were owners of single sections. Owners of these sections, which had

not been increased by the Ota<;jo Land Board prior to selection, purchased

more additional land than those who pos sos sed ho Ldi.nqs which had been

owners

increased their properties by acquiring the lease of adjacent sections.

This extra land enabled them t.o increase stock numbers and hereby a more
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TABLE 8

PURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL LAND BY SE'r'.l'LEHS REMAINING OVER 10 YEARS

------------_.-- -----

Runs

603

604

605

606

607

639

640

641

642

644

Sections

5

20

21 + 7

22 -I- 3

36

27

32 -I- 35

33

Additional Purchase
(acres)

o

o

o

1,184

950

27

139

o

32

o

770

427

74

74

o

1,230

o

15

% of Original
Section Holding

140

129

4.3

23.3

3.5

97.5

70.8

3.9

3.4

104.0

1.4
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satisfactory income. The single sections on their own were inadequate

to meet financial needs of these settlers. Generally, on the Teviot

Settlement, the smaller the secti.on, the more likely the owner was to

have purchased additional land. With declining wool and stock prices

the small sections clearly did not have the carrying capacity to

support the settler.

The six settlers who remained on the settlement for over 10

years and who did not purchase additional land were on holdings which

had been increased in size, or which had undergone a section link

change prior to selection. 'l'he s e changes developed holdings which

were better suited to the farmers' needs, and as a result, were not

deficient, and did not require the purchase of extra land to make

them into viable holding. Single section owners purchased more

additional land than runholders because they were the owners of a less

satisfactory holding, altoget.her too small, and with high rents which

made them uneconomical on their own.

All additional land purchases were of section land. Sections

were available to be bought as addit.Lona I land because some owners left.

']'he settler who remained the longest on the Teviot. Settlement did t.end

to invest in more land and increase the size of the original holding;

no settler who left within five years of selection acquired more land

before departing. Purchase of additional land was a factor in

determining length of ownership, but whether or not this .s::~.:>.ed settlers

to remain longer, or was the E~:.:?~~t of their long residency, is unclear.

4.2 OCCUPANCY OF' ALL TEVICYl' SE'I"l'LERS

By 1940, although many holdings had changed hands, only a t:otal

of 40 settlers had owned land on the 'I'ev i.ot; Settlement (joint ownership

counted as one) and 31 of these were original land settlers. Only nine
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new sett1e:r:s took land transferred from settlers who were selected

before 1926, at which time on the settlement was fully occupied. These

nine later set·tlers do not account. for all ownership changes which

occurred after 1926, as many holdings were transferred from one Teviot

settler to another. By 1940 there were only 24 farms on the Teviot

Settlement where previously there had been 29. This decrease in

holdings was the result of settlers purchasing additional sections on

the settlement, and the amalgamation of titles.

Two groups of movement away from the land occurred (figure 10) :

the first was in 1926-1927 when seven holdings had ownership transfers;

the second group of departures took place between 1932-1935. Both

these periods of movement reflect the economic situation faced by many

settlers at. the time. \'lool prices fell in 1925 and again during

1931-1932, as part of the depression which affected New Zealand f0r the

first half of: the 1930s. The 1924-1925 farm season was described as

one with a 'disastrous slump in prices' (Dalgety Annual Wool Review 28)

while the 1925-1926 season was described 8.S even worse for the fa:nner.

'I'he average price paid for wool in Duried Ln over t.he 1925 season was only

13d compared with 20d paid for the previous season.

The rent reductions were not enough to help settlers already in

difficulty and many left in the years 1926-1927. All wool fran the

Teviot Settlement was transported by rail to Dunedin, where it was sold

on the Dunedin wool maI.'ket. '1'he wool s Lump which affected New Zealand

during t.he 1930s was even greater in Dunedin where wool prices were, in

normal times, be Low the average New Zealand wool price (figure 3). Many

settlers found that low wool prices made it impossible for them to

rern.ain on fhe la11d, a s fi.n"lnc :lal coril[nitmenf~:; c61..11d fiot be ITleE, 'r'hose

who did not: leave the land st:il1 encount:ered di f f i.cu Lties meeting rent

demands during the 1930 depression. Farmers at Teviot who did not leave

the land peti tionecl the Ot:ago Land Board in 1931, and again in 1932, for
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further rent reductions. Bodkin (MP atago Central) supported the

'l'eviot settlers' petition and indeed claimed that if the situation

continu.ed unchanged 'every soldier settler will be completely crushed

off the property' (FLS 4/27 (7), 1932). Despite t.his assertion, events

proved him to be wrong. '1'he petition by the 'I'ev i.ot; settlers pointed

out the problems created by some settlers having a holding with the

run and section on average 10-16 miles apart, causing valuable time

to be 1081: on travel and where heavy snow often made it impossible for

farmers to reach their runs. To overcome this problem, the sett.lers

had to make better use of winter count-ry and were obliged to put in

irrigation which was, in turn, very expensive. 'rhe settlers considered

the rent revaluation, prior to 1925, inadequate as at the time these

levies were set, the wool prices were improving. The high price paid

to the government for stock from the Teviot Station was a further

factor in the settlers' financial difficulties causing requests to be

made for further rent reductions. Only three of the 12 settlers who

applied for revaluations were not. in arrears for rent in 1933 (Table 9).

Eleven of the settlers were over ~300 in arrears, while a further

settler had arrears over ~600. In 1932, with respect to seven

holdings, the atago Land Board postponed the rests that were due that

year until 1934 to help settlers; financially this was regarded as a

gesture and criticised as inadequate assistance.

'fABLE 9 'I'EVIO'I' RENT AEREA.R: 1933

Amount in Arrea.rs
~

Number of Settlers

Nil 3

50--99 I

100--199 2

200-299 3

300-399 6

400-499 4

500-599 1.

600-699 1 n 21
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Rent paid by the Teviot settlers in 1933 was calculated as a

percentage of t.heir gross wool income to gain an obj ect.ive measure by

which t.o jUdge the situation facing Teviot settlers. A report on the

Teviot s e tt.l.ez s who applied for rent reduction was compiled for the

Otago Land Board in 1933, and enabled the number of sheep run on each

of these holdings and the average wool slip for that year, to be

obtained. 'rhe price paid for wool in Dunedin where the Teviot settlers

would have sold their supplies was 6.67d, and from this wool incomes

for 21% of the settlers was calculated (1'able 10). Wool was the main

source of income although settlers would also have sold some sheep.

Gross income cannot be calculated because the number of sheep sold

from each holding is unknown, however, calculation of rent as a per

centage of gross wool income gives some indication of the financial

situation facing Teviot settlers in the 1930s.

'I'h e three settlers who did not request a rent revaluation (two

of these had only recently purchased their holdings in 1933) two of

these were run holders, and one was on a single section which had

been revalued in 1926 and been subject to boundary changes in 1924.

'1'he failure of these t.hzee settlers t.o apply for rent. reductions

could have been r e Lat.ed eit.her to their recont; occupation of the

land or evidence of the satisfactory nature of the holdings.

'1'he 21 set.tlers who reque",t.ed rent. r evaLuat.Lon s said they had

'been burdened with exorbitant rentals' (FLS 4/27 (5), 1932) and

maintained that d~spite the previous land revaluations, the rents

were s t i 11 too high t.o make the holdings viable econorrtic un i, t.s , High

rents, as they described them, together with the low prices for wool

and meat, had caused consider~Jle financial difficulties.

'1.'he revaluations made i.n 1924 were at; a time when the a.verage

pri.ce per pound of wool was 21.9d for New Zealand; in 1925 when
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1933 RENT AS PERCENTAGE OF GROSS WOOL INCOME

30

64

Col. 1
New Rent

1933
%

G W I

52

87

----_._-----

% Rent
G W I

319 2

163 00

1933 Rent
E S

186 76

618 36

Gross Wool
Income
E s

*2

22,250

6,720

*1

Total Wool
Ibs

Type of
Holding

Runs

-----_._------------------

25,522 709 29 228 12 32 27

20,700

11,200

21,325

19,250

26,720

16,912.5

15,750

575 28

311 26

592 65

534 98

742 59

470 00

437 7

292 1

152 00

354 11

202 13

325 00

299 00

302 10

51

49

50

38

44

43

69

33

50

25

34

38

32

63

n := 12

22,800

20,580

633 65

571 95

242 2

200 13

38

35

33

31

Sections 11 ,200 311 27 286 11 92 80

8,500 236 23 270 16 115 104

9,730 270 41 112 00 41 53

24,000 667 00 309 3 46 42

13,440 373 52 292 12 78 59

10,500 291 81 139 10 48

16,000 444 67 220 10 50 28

19,500 541 94 295 10 55 25

n -- 9 21,210 589 46 261 9 44 49

*1 Average weight: wool clip x total flock

*2 'rotal wool weight x 6.67, price per Ib wool, Dunedin
1933
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percent.age of gross wool income is compared. Five of the runholders

were paying over 50% of their wool income on rent while a further

further revaluations were made it was a high at 24.7d. By 1930 the

wool price had fallen drastically to only 6.34d per pound and was still

The settlers on sections were in an

when settlers complained of financial diffi-

Reason for the settlers' anxiety is apparent when rent as

less than 7d by 1932

culties.

settler was paying over 87%.

even worse position with five of the nine settlers paying over 50% of

their wool income in rent, and one settler even having a rent greater

t:han his total wool income.

As a result of the petit:ion made by 'I'ev iot settlers and the

OTago Land Board's inspection of their condition, rents were altered

in 1933 (Table 10, column 2). Seventeen settlers received rent

reductions which, together with the increase in wool prices in 1934

to an average of l5.l5d per pound in Dunedin, resulted in most of the

Teviot. settlers being placed in a reasonable financial position.

Rents were also increased on two sections and one run; a 2% rent

increase being made on one section which was described as 'good ewe

country' and a 12% increase was made on another section which included

'deep loam soil suitable for cultivation'. This 1at:ter holding was

considered by the Land Board to be stocked at levels well below the

potential carrying capac it.y , 'I'he run which had a rent increase was

reported by the 1933 inspect:ors to be a '900d holding' with a I fa.ir

section', but was also being stocked well below carrying capacity.

'rhe response of the Otago Land Board to t.be problerr.s described

by the 'I'eviot s e t t.Lezs revea1f.> that there was a concern to ensure as

much as possible was done to make the se t.t.Lemont; a success, and to

r e t.a i n f;ett1ers on the ho Ld i.nqs , Unfox:t:unately, no previous study has

included detai.ls of rent revaluations or the percenta.ge of income paid
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in rent by soldier ae t.t.Le r s , to enable a comparison to be made wi t.h

trends evident on the Teviot Settlement. Howeve r , it would appear

(Maloney 1982) that the Otago Land Board was not always as flexible in

dealing with soldier settlers' complaints, as it was on the Teviot

Settlement. Through persistent requests, the Teviot settlers did

succeed in gaining a great deal of financial assistance from the Otago

Land Board, and it was this assistance which helped settlers to remain

on their holdings. Perhaps t.he earlier experience of the Land Board

with soldier settlements, gained during the 1921 wool price slump when

many soldiers were forced to leave the land, prompted the jUdicious

care taken over the Teviot Settlement.

It appears t.hat administrative flexibility was of considerable

i.mportance in t:he maintenance of sett.lers on their land. 'I'he Otago

Land Board did not ascribe the general difficulties faced by Teviot

settlers to individual inability of the settlers, not to a lack of

initiative or experience, but accepted responsibility for implementing

measures which the settlers felt would help meet their problems.

Reasons for

From the time the first holdings were occupied until 1940, 21

set.tlers left. the Teviot. Settlement. Of those who left, three died,

two were imprisoned, t.hree abandoned their holdings, and a further

13 departed after selling their land.

The three s2ttlers who abandoned their holdings all left within

a year of select.ing the Land and were all on s i.nol,e sections which

they considered to be too small w:L th excessive ren·t.s. The 13 land

t.ransfers which occurred as t.he resul t; of sales, appear to have been

for economic reasons and occurred after, or during periods of

depressed wooJ.. prices. When ·the given reason for settlers depm_-ting
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is compared with the person's previous farm experience, it seems that

those with more than five years' farm experience tended to leave for

pz-opor t i.onat.e Ly fewer economic r easons , than did those with less t.han

five years' experience. This suggests, in contrast to previous findings,

that farm experience possibly affected the len9th of residence.

When sales for other than economic reasons are excluded from

calculations, 'runholders continue to have a greater stability than do

single section owners. One settler left his sect:ion after repeated

applications to the Ota90 Land Board to be allowed to increase his

holding by securing another section, but h i s applications for additional

land were declined by the Land Board, which was of the view that the

settler involved already had a very fair holding. Another settler left

after two years, claiming that section 8 was 'very rabbity [ and

with] too high a rent' (FLS 4/27 (6), 20.5.26). This section

referred to, later became part of a runholder's property as it was

unable to attract now f3et.tlers on its own merits. The settler's

judgement of the land had been accurate although not recognised by

the Land Board.

4.3 DISCUSSION OF SETTLER STABILITY

The extent: of movornen t; off the Teviot Se'ttlement was less than

that which is indicated to be common on other soldier sett.lements.

Powell (197la) recorded the length of tenure on forfeited and

surrendered soldier holdings for all Land Districts in New Zealand.

For Otago, the length of tenure for these holdin9s was 2.5 years, and

Sout,h Canterbury 89'& of all soldier holdings which were failures, were

forfeited (Allan 1967). The presence of forfeiture is usually the

consequence of the inability of the fanner who is unable to comply

with lease conditions. Although the Discharged Soldier Settlement

Act, 1915, and Amendmeni.:s provided for leniency where soldiers could
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not meet lease conditions, forfeiture still occurred (Allan 1967,70). 'I'Ire

level of forfeiture recorded on other soldier settlements is in contrast

to that which occurred on the 'I'eviot Settlement. No holdings wer e

forfeited, and only three surrendered. The surrender of leasehold

property is conunonly a result of economic difficulties encountered by

the farmer, and while this did occur, no sett:lers were forced off the

land through an inability to meet the conditions set by the Otago Land

Board.

'rhe hi.gh mobility of soldiers indicated by Powell (1971) and

Haloney (1982) was not present on the 'I'ev i ot; Set.tlement, where only

29% of the original settlers left within five years of residency and

12 still remained in 1940. The year i.n which the settlement was

opened, and the Otago Land Board I s flexibili t.y enabled this settlement

to meet its main objective of provid';'ng land for pennanet settlement.

The Otago Land Board altered the original subdivisional plans where

it was shown to be deficient and responded to representations for rent

reductions.

Movement of settlers off the land which occur after it was

fully occupied in 1926, was probably no more than could have been

expected, given the unsettled prices for agricultural produce and the

tendency for government settlements t.o have a movement of the first

settlers.

The characteristics of t.he sett:lers and their previous experience

in farming were assessed in respect of the ori.q i.uaL settlers and while

there is little evidence that such factors are related to stability,

there is need for more research in t.hi.s area. The size of holdings

and the year selected were important in the Lenqt.h of ownership of the

Teviot settlers. Length of residence as a criterion for assessing

success of a soldier settlement: has been t.reat.ed in a more comprehensive
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way than in previous studies where length of owner sh i.p tended only to

be examined prior to 1924; criteria used to define failure was the

forfeiture or surrendering of the land. However,

'by employing forfeiture and surrender as criteria
for measuring success, one cannot just.ifiably say that
in Canterbury the first land settlement programme for
discharged soldiers was a total failure'

(AIIan 1967, 128).

This study has overcome this Lim i tation and provided a more detailed

assessment of the movement of sett.lers from one settlement. '1'he

movement off the land at Teviot Settlement has been found to be not

excessive, with economic factors and the form of the subdivision being

the cause of most of the deliberate movement which took place. Judging

s t.ab i.Li.t.y of ownership as a criteria for success, the 'reviot Settlement

would appear to have been successful.
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CHl'>.NGING PHODDC'rrON LEVELS

A consequence of Land subdivision and closer settlement was

expected to be an increase in the production from the land. A concern

about increasing production of the land in New Zealand was evident in

1920 with a ParLLament.ary speaker stating 'the land of this coun·try must

be made to produce more' (NZPD If36 (6 July 1920), 136). Production

changes therefore, constitute a further criterion against which the

success of t.he rreviot Settlement can be measured.

The specific measure of production used to ascertain change will

be sheep numbers. The number of sheep carried on t.he land before and

after subdi.v i s Lon are compared to determine the changes, if any, in

sheep per acrc carrying capacities. 'l'his is used as a measure of the

total production of meat and wool on the settlement. Sheep were ~:he sol.e

source of income for the settlers on the Teviot land, other livestock

being kept only for household use.

Some cultivation was also carried out but this was largely for

the supply of winter feed, in itself a practice intended to increase

stocking levels. A comparison between the actual. ca.rrying capacit.y given

by settlers, and those estimated by the Revaluation Board inspectors, was

made in orde r' to a s s e s s how realistic the official estimates of t:he land's

production potential was. Finally, sheep returns on Teviot land from

1907-1921 are compared with the trends in sheep carri.ed for the Tuapeka

County and Otago Land District over the same period (these dates are

chosen as prior to 1907 the numbers of sheep carried on the rreviot

land is unknown, and after 1921 statistics on sheep are not collected

on a county basis). 'I'h i.s comparison allows it to be determined whether

the t.rends evident at 'Pevi.ot; were indeed similar to those taking place

generally, or were specific to this land. 'I'h i.s comparison will also

be used to help assess whether changes whi.ch took place in the numbers
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of sheep carried on the Teviot Settlement were a response to the

subdivision of the land or to the general changes which were occurring

in agriculture production at this time.

Sheep returns, to determine changes in carrying capacities,

are derived from AL11IR H·-23, the New Zealand Official Yearbook, and the

Lands and Survey Teviot files. Annual sheep z et.urris are available for

each land holder until 1930, but because of the confusion over the

ownership of the Teviot station prior to 1907, this renders it difficult

to use these early returns. The sheep returns for the Teviot and

Hillsprings Stations from 1907 can be used to measure the changes in

production which occurred on the land until 1930, and although sheep

returns relate to the land holders, rather than to the actual holdings,

the constant study area allows the changing carrying capacity for t.he

land to be established.

The number of sheep carried on the land 1907-1920 was calculated

by adding the total sheep carried on the Teviot and Hillsprings Stations,

while the 1921-1930 figures are drawn from the annual sheep returns for

all settlers known to be on the Teviot Settlement.. The numbers calculated'

for t.ho Teviot Settlement are likely to slightly exceed the exact; number

on the ae t tLement; itself as some owners are known t.o have held land else-

where which wou Ld inCl~ease their sheep numbers. 'I'h e general t-rends still

can be used to determine changing production levels.

5.1 SHEEP Cl\RRYTNG CAPACITY

'rhe 'reviot Settlement, as in the Tuapeka County, had the Romney

and Corriedale sheep as t:he dominant breeds r both types of sheep being

sui t.ed to t.ho moist climate and to t.ho production of both meat and wool.

~'he number of sheep carried on the Teviot and Hillsprings Stat.ions

on 31 March 1907 to 1920 fluctuated constantly but in an upward direction
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(figu1.'e 8). 'I'h i.s t rend follows that of the sheep returns for the

Tuapeka County through to 1920 (figure 9), but only coincides with the

trend in sheep carried for the whole. otago Land District urrt.I I 1915

(figure 11). The differing fluctuations in sheep returns for the

Teviot Stat:ion and the Tuapeka County most closely represent changing

climatic conditions which often do not affect t.he whole of otago.

Prior to the government~'s purchase of the 'I'eviot. St.ation in 1918,

the number of sheep per acre on the freehold land was 1.38, while at

the same time on the Hillsprings station freehold it was 2.29 sheep

per acre. This repl'esents a carrying capacity, before the land was

subd i vided for soldier settlement, of 1.83 sheep per acre. Be t.we en

1907-1918, when the government purchased Teviot Station, the highest

carrying capacity reached by this land was 1.93 sheep per acre and

occur-red in 1916. The Hillsprings Station had its highest carrying

capacity of 2.84 sheep per acre in 1914.

After the 'l'eviot Estate was pu rcha sed by the government and a

manager placed on the land by the Otago Land Board, the number of

sheep carried increased rapidly until the time the settlement began to

be sold in its subdivided form (figure 12). The abrupt: drop in sheep

whLch occur's in 1919 and 1920 is a result of the mass sale of the

Hil1sprinqs sheep and this d i s t.o.r t s the trend, whereby sheep numbers

rose on Teviot Station at this time. The rise in sheep carried on the

Teviot S'tation is likely to be a response to both better management; of

the land and the chanqe in sheep and wool prices.

'l'he removal of the commandeer system of 90VernnlEmt--guaranteed

farm prices in June 1920 resulted in a slump in wool prices as the

surplus of wool accumulated by the govei:mn()nt during the war was put on

the market in addition to the normal supply. The supply of wool which

was much greater t.han corisump't i.on needs, led to Cl drastic fall in
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Fi~ure 9: TUA}~KA COUNTY SHEEP RETURNS,1907-1930
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prices. A traditional pastoralist response to the fall in product

prices, affecting income, is to increase stock numbers (Oleonnor 1980,

216)" 'rhis appears to have been the response of the Teviot manager and

helps account for the rapid increase in sheep in 1920. The illness and

uncert.ainty about the future of the Teviot Station would also have led

to it having a lower number of sheep than usual when it was offered for

sale.

'I'here is Cl downward trend in the number of sheep carried on the

Teviot Station from 1921-1925 with the exception of a rise in 1922.

Sheep carried on holdings which did not have boundary changes were

compared to assess whether there was any trend in the changing sheep

numbe r s on individual holdings. It appears t.hat runs, although showing

some flutcuations, exhibited an overall increase in carrying capacity

1923-1933. The rate of increase varied frrnn a doubling of

sheep numbers within four years, to a much slower increase over 10 years.

The variations in the changing stock numbers is likely to reflect

differences in individual initiative and resources, as much as a

difference in the carrying capacity potential between the holdings.

'I'he number of hoLd i.nqs without boundary changes for which information was

available were insufficient: for specific patterns to emerge.

'I'otal settlement figures provide the only adequate basis for

estimating changing carrying capacities as many individual holdings

underwent changes resulting in the sheep returns given for settlers over

the years referring to different land areas.

'l'here was a genera.l dcc Line in sheep numbers on the Teviot

Settlement 1921-·1924 (de spi.t;e an unsustained rise in 1922), which does

not coincide with the trend for increase seen in the Ot.ago Land District

over this time. 'I'he decreasing sheep numbers on the Teviot Settlement

appear to be Cl. r-e sporrae to the opon.inq of the sett:lement for selection
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after subdivision, and of adverse weather conditions.

The initial decline in 1921 reflects the drought conditions

which had persisted during the previous year and necessita-ting sale

of much of the Teviot Station stock. 'I'he restriction on stocking,

opera-tive in t.he first ballo-t in 1921, further kept t-he sheep numbers

low. The increase in sheep in 1922 reflects the removal of the

stocking restriction, while a year later in 1923, the continued

decline in sheep on the Teviot Settlement reflects both current

climatic and economic conditions.

The weather during 1923 and 1924 was described as the most

disast.rous t.he Otago Province had experienced for nearly 20 years

(Dalgety Annual Wool Review 26, 41). Heavy snowfalls especially

affected the high country holdings, and these were followed by a

spring of unprecedental c1rough conditions which was equally unpleasant

for farmers. 'I'h e weai:her caused the lambing rate at 'reviot for 1923

to be much lower than average, resulting in a further decline in the

sheep returns for 1924. This decline in sheep carried on Teviot

Settlement: in 1924 is similar to the trent apparent for Otago. The

rising stock and wool prices would have led farmer:s selling stock

where previously the low prices had deterred this. The prices in

1924 were the highest experienced for almost: a decade, and farmers

responded to this by selling all expendable stock. 'I'h e continued

unsot t.Lod owrie r sh Lp of ']'eviot land in 1924 also contributed too the

continuing slide in stock numbers.

Sheep numbers on the '1:eviot Settlement contrived to increase

after 1925, in a. way s imjLar to the increase in Otago. From this time

the Teviot Settlement: was fully occupied and this in conjunction w.i.t.h

improved wool prLce s led to increased stocking rates. In 1926, by

whi.oh time all of the Teviot holdings were settled, the carrying
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capacity stood at 1.26 sheep per acre of freehold land, and by 1933

(the last year for which data is available), it had risen to 1.82 sheep

per acre.

'I'he 1933 carrying capacit:y of the Teviot Sett:lement was similar

to that of the 'l'eviot and Hillsprings Stations in 1918, prior to subdi

vision, but less than the carrying capacity for either stations in their

peak carrying capacity (1.93 and 2.B4 sheep per acre respectively). It

appears that although carrying capacity did rise after the subdivision

of the land and permanent settlers found f o r the holdings, it was 10

years before the can:ying capacity of the area returned to the level

on the land prior to subdivision. The fluctuating economic conditions,

the high costs of e s t abLishi.nq farms, and t.ho initial unsui tabili ty of

some holdings, are the mos t; likely causes of the long time taken for

recovery.

'I'he 1920s wool slump and the 1930s depression greatly affected

all farmers, and those on the Teviot Settlement were no exception.

The increase in production of the land, which was intended to be an

outcome of subdivision do not occur markedly before 1933. Evalua"ting

the success of the subdivision only up to 1933, with t.he concomitant

factors of general financial difficulty for most farmers, gives a

p i.ct.u re of the only diffident increase in sheep production as a result

of subdivision.

It would be nece s sery to have information on t.he changing

production a f t.e r 1933 before an accurate as se ssmerit; could be made of

the affect of Embdivision. The trends indicated in the Teviot Lands and

Survey files is that carrying capacity continued t.o rise and could well

have increased above the hig}lest level reached bi either Teviot or

Hillsprings Stations.
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5.2 ESrrn1?';'l'ES OF CARRYING Cl\PACITY_...,-_._.-~~'----------,,~--,..----,_ ...._---
Actual sheep returns and official estimates of carrying capa-

cities were compared for the years 1924 and 1933 ('l'able 1 ). Data

were available only for a small proportion of the holdings, but a

comparison does give an indication of the accuracy of the official

estimates made by three inspectors from the Otago Land Board in both

1924 and 1933. In 1924 the estimates given for both runs and sections

are similar to the actual sheep numbers carried, as quoted for the

holdings by the settlers. 'I'he Teviot settlers appear from these

figures to have been stocking the holdings at the level judged to be

appropriate by officials. Thus it would appear that the Otago Land

Board held a realistic idea of the production potential of the Teviot

holdings.

In 1933 runs were carrying more stock t.han the field inspectors

gave as suitable for t he se holdings. 'rhis apparent overstocking by

runholders, according to the official assessment., is likely to be the

result of farmers responding t.o declining produce prices. Not enough

data was available to determine any trends for the single sections

between official estimates and actual carrying capacity for 1933.

Generally it would seem that the official estimates of the holdings'

production potential was suitable and the settlers were generally

ca.rrying the amount of stock sLat.ed as appropriate. This indicates that

the Otago Land Board was aware of actual fanning practices and conditions,

and were in a pos it.i.on to plan for the 'reviot Settlement and its

continued development.

5.3 CtJLTIVN!'ION

In January 19H3 a report prepared on the Teviot Est.at.e for the

Otago Land Board e s t.i.ma t.ed that 8,000 acres of land were already under

cultivation, while a f'ur t.he r 59" of the Estate was suitable for
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cultivation (FLS 4/27 (1), 1918). In 1933 a r eport; submitted to the

Land Board by three field inspectors reported that 21 out of the 24

holdings on the Teviot Settlement had some cultivation taking place.

Of the 58,504 acres on the Teviot Settlement included in the 1933

inspection, 10,800 (18.5%) was declared suitable for arable production.

This included all of the section holdings and as all but 300 acres of

this comprised the former Teviot Estate freehold, the 1918 and 1933

estimates of land being cultivated can be compared.

In 1933, of the area reported as suit.able for cultivation only,

11.1% was actually being cultivated that year. The estimate of the

total amount of land suitable for cultivation in 1933, was 33% (2,400

acres) greater, than the area recorded in 1918. This increase in

cultivatable land J' c
-0 not caused by additional land purchases as these

are excluded from the calculation. Through irrigation and improved

agricultural machinery, the area of land suitable for cultivation was

extended. In 1938, nine fanners on the Teviot Settlement were using

irrigation, on a total of 730 acres. There is no evidence that

irrigation was being used on the Teviot Estate before it was subdivided.

The production of winter feed was able to be increased because of the

introduction of irrigation and improved cultivation techniques.

5.4 DISCUSSION ON CHANGING PHODUC'l'ION

'I'he sheep numbers fluctuated on t.he Teviot and Hi1lsprings

Stations in an upward direction from 1907 until the t.Lme when each was

purchased by the qove rnmen t. for subdivision and s at.t.Lement., The marked

declines that occurred prior to subdivision were mainly associated wit.h

adverse weather conditions.

The 'I'ev i.o t; station had a rapid change in sheep carrying

capacity after 1918, f o Ll.ow i nq the placement, of a mana.ger on the Estate

by the Otago Land Board. 'I'h.is; t:rend of Lncze a se came to an abrupt halt
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in 1921 when the individual holdings began to be settled. '1.'he

Hillsprings Estate, bought in 1920, experienced a rapid reduction in

sheep units carried, as stock was sold off prior to subdivision.

By the time the Teviot Settlement was ready for settlement in

1921, 36,000 sheep were being carried on the land; a stocking rate of

1.83 sheep per acre on freehold land. Subdivision and settlement was

followed by a rapid decline in sheep numbers until 1925 at which point

the settlement was fully occupied and the holding boundaries had become

permanent. The restriction on stocking in 1921, the decline in wool

prices, and the adverse weather conditions, all affected stocking

rates, which steadily declined until 1925. It was not until 1929 that

the pre-subdivision number was again reachd on the Teviot land.

The decline in sheep numbers on the Teviot Settlement 1921-1924

was the converse of that evident in the Otago Land District. From 1924

until 1930 the fluctuation in sheep numbers on the '1.'eviot land is

similar to that in Otago. The initial deviation of the Teviot Settlement

from regional trends occurred because of the slow settlement. of the land

which disrupted t.he stocking rates, and the depressed conditions for

most pastoral farmers whi ch prevented rapid st.ocking by settlers.

Once the settlement: land ownership was established, the sheep carrying

capacity reverted to that of the region.

The ext.cnt; to which subdivision technique and improvement in

farming knowledge and mechanisation was responsible for the increase

after 1925, cannot be determined, but it would appear that subdivision

encouraged better farming practices, a more intensive utilisation of the

lower land to provide winter feed and consequently an increased stocking

rate. The carrying capacity of the 'l'eviot Settlement WEl.S not as high up

to 1933 as t.hat; of some years prior to subdivision, but this is perhaps

a reflection of t.he worsening land condition due to the lack of
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attent.i.on paid to sustaining land quality by early settlers (0 I Connor

1980) •

The control of rabbits on the settlement after 1927, itself the

outcome of firmer control by the Rabbit Board, and increased prices for

rabbit skins, also allowed greater stocking. An increase in rabbit

numbers in 1923 was followed by the observation that the

'financial misfortune of some of the set.t.lers (soldiers
and ot.he r s) on lands recently subdivided makes one fear
that sufficient profits will not be made to adequately
cope with the pest' (Dalgety Annual Wool Review 26, 43).

This fear was justified as in 1926 the z abb i t s were still a great

menace to farmers (Dalgety Annual \'Jool Review 28, 47), but by 1929

the Crown Rangers reported that the rabbits had been reduced to

within manageable bounds. The increase in rabbits during the 1930s

reached the early 1920 level when subdivision had made the intial

rabbit problem worse wit.h each f a rme r responsible for eradication on

his own land, where previously control had been exercised over the

whole area.

Once holding ovmership was established and rabbit skins

returning a good profit, effort was made b:'l' the se t t Lers to eliminate

the pest., and rabbits cease to be mentioned as a problem in any Teviot

Lands and Survey files after 1932.

Sheep production was rising on the Teviot Settlement in 1933 and

indications are that this continued. If this is accurate, by 1940 the

sheep production would be much more than pre-subdivisional carrying

capacity. Unfortunately the exact level of the rise after 1933 cannot

be determined from known d at.a sources and few conclusions can be

reached about the effect of subdivision on the long term production of

the land. Land which had once supported two farmers and their labourers

(the number was never recorded in available documents) was by 1924
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supporting 24 settlers and a larger area was under cultivation.

Whether one of the major objectives of the land legislation,

of i~lich the Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act, 1915, was an integral

part, was achieved at Teviot is still open to speculation. The

information available has limited "the extent to which this aspect

could be investigated, however, this author believes it would appear

from data that this object:ive was in part successfully realised.

Production of t.he land would only have subsequently risen as a result

of adequate subdivision.



CHlI,PTER 6

EVALUA'I'ION OF 'THE TEVIOT SETrrLEMENT

6.1 SUMMARY OF' FINDINGS

Previous s t.ud.i e s of soldier settlements have asserted that the

scheme was not successful, as many of the soldiers selecting land under

the Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act, 1915, were not able to become

profitable, pennanent settlers.

Allan (1967) found t:he principal reason for the failure of

soldier holdings in South Canterbury was the small size of the holdings.

In this study failure was identified as the abandonment of forfeiture

of land. The land bought for soldier settlements was divided into

holdings which were too small to become economical because of the

high cost of land, coupled with the government's desire to settle

soldiers as small farmers. Host of the movement by soldiers off

holdings in South Canterbury occurred in 1919 and 1920, irmnediately

preceding the 1921 slump in wool prices with fewer failures during

and after the recession itself.

'I'he 1921 wool slump made the situation of the soldier settlers

worse as they were already facing difficulties because of the character

of the subdivision and the high land rents. '1'he high cost of stock,

fencing and farm equipment, at the r.Lme when most of the soldier

settlements were occupied, added to the financial difficulties of

these settlers. Some financial assistance was available from the

government, but this was insufficient to overcome all problems, and the

poor economic prospects facing many ao Ld i e r s culminated in their

departure from the land.

Allan (1967) found the major constraint on the study of soldier

settlement was the lack of detailed information, and the necessity to
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rely on official reports of the scheme published by Land Boards.

Although this study concluded that the soldier settlement scheme

appeared to have failed, the difficulty of making an accurate judgement

was acknowledged, because of the limitations of the information

available. Allan (1967) assessed failure in terms of the length of

occupancy, and the number of forfeited and surrendered holdings,

presumably as these holdings did not fulfil the basic objective of the

soldier settlement scheme, which was to provide soldiers with a permanent

residence and living.

The instahility of settlers on a settlement is not an adequat.e

means by which to assess the scheme as a failure. Studies of others

have shown government settlement schemes often have a high turnover of

settlers in the initial years of selection, and this is not always a

result of the fonn of the settlement itself. Personal reasons a~ways

feature in some of the decisions by new settlers to leave the land.

A study of forfeited and surrendered holdings is not in itself

an accurate enough criteria to assess the success of soldier settlement,

because holdings of this kind only account for a small number of the

total number of soldier holdingsi in South Canterbury forfeited and

surrendered holdings only accounted for 6% of t.he total number of

soldier holdings.

'1'he dE:velopment of the soldier settlement scheme and its

regional trends were examined by Powe Ll, (1971) and included an

evaluation of the reasons given for the failure of soldier settlements.

'1'he reasons given for the failure of soldier holdings by the 1923

Inquiry Board were compared with other: evaluations of failure.

However, using the Inquiry Board report as the basic evidence for

failure presents a subjective assessment of the soldier settlement

acbeme . '1'he 1923 Inquiry Board report was based only on the soldier
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holdings of those who had requested an inspection. Over half of the

l
soldier settlers in NXw Zealand are known to have not requested an

inspection, and therefore their situation cannot be accurately judged.

The Inquiry Board's assessment of the soldier settlement scheme is

based on only half the total number of soldier settlers. The report

suggest.s that soldiers who did not request an inspection were in a

satisfactory position. This assun~tion may not be correct as it is

suggested in recent studies that many soldiers did not understand the

implications of requesting an inspection, and therefore did not, even

though they might have been in the category which was classed as a

failure.

Soldiers who surrendered or forfeited land before 1922 were also

excluded from the Inqu.iry Board report, as they also were not inspected.

As a means of measuring the success of the soldier settlement scheme,

the 1923 Inquiry Board report (AJHR 1923, C-9A), is not sufficient as

it i.s based on a biased sample of all holdings.

Povre Ll, (1971) concluded that the cause of failure of soldier

settlements was largely a result of the time at which most of the

holdings were occupied. Many s o l.d i.e r settlers found t.hey simply did not

have long enough to corrunence profitable ac1:ivity before the wool price

slump began. '1'he slump, in conjunction with the h i.qh price of land

and the small size of holdings, forced many to leave.

Maloney (1982) st.udied two soldier set.tlements to assess reasons

for failure, but only the original subdivision and the first: soldier

settlers were examined. Latex amendments to the subdd.v i s Lon and t.he

Leriqt.h of residence of sei:tlers who subsequently took up the land, was

excluded. '1'he progress of t.he set.tlements, after the initia.l problems

were recognised, is not determined and as the firs·t set.tlers we r e found

t.o be 'failures', the whole scheme J_,3 c La s sod as such. Again, as i.n
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previous studies, failure appears to have been iden-tified as the

departure of sett:lers from the holdings, although no explicit measure

of success is given. 'I'he two settlements chosen for st.udy substantiate

the opinions of the official reports, tilat the scheme was not successful.

Maloney (1982) attributes part of the lack of success of the soldier

settlement. scheme to the govermnent' s failure to develop the Land

Boards in such a way that they would deal with the problems of soldier

settlements as they arose. Excessive and inappropriate subdivision of

land and the economic s i tuation, which was bad for farmers, were again

cited as contributing to the failure of settlements.

In general, studies indicate that soldier settlements had a high

level of movement off the land by settlers because of the high price of

land or rents, the character of the subdivision, the time at which

occupation occurred and the fluctuating price for farm products. How-

ever, it is difficult to estimate the worth of the conclusions drawn from

these studies, either individually or collectively, since no explicit

criteria we.re advanced or defined by which success could have been

judged, nor indeed, was the concept of 'success' defined, at least not

in a manner by which it could be measured.

A means of measuring the general success of soldier holdings,

and not just those included in official reports, was needed. The

sources of information u s ed for previ.ous s t.ud i.e s often excluded the

soldier holdings which were successful.

Allan (1967) :,,;uggest~s that: the one really meaningful way in which

it would be possible to come to a definit:e as s e s srnerrt. of t.he success of

soldier sett:lernents, would be to examine the case h i.s t o ri.e s of

inchvidual farm set.tlements.
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6.2 THE SUCCESS OF TEVIOT SET'rLEt\1ENT

This study has defined success as the fulfilment of the objec-

tives of the Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act, 1915. The Act was to

provide land on which soldiers could become permanent, profitable

settlers, and it intended to do this through the close settlement of

land. This study sought to measure the success of soldier settlements

object:ively, by reference to three explicit criteria; namely, the

continuance of the original subdivision, the stability of ownership,

and changes in production.

The first two criteria were selected as they are cited in

varying forms by earlier studies as evidence for failure, while the

third is impl.i.cit in the soldier settlement scheme and would be an

outcome of the scheme, if it were successful.

One soldier settlement was chosen, to which the three criteria

designed to measure success, could be app l i.ed , The 'l'eviot Sett.lement

was selected because i.t was one of the largest soldier settlement.s in

Otago and Sout_hland r data was available on its establishment and its

development. Further, this settlement had not been included in any

previous study.

stabil of Subdivision

'1'h8 stability, or maintenance of the original subdivision, which

is the first cri t.e rLa for measuring in part the success of a soldier

settlemcmt., was assessed in relation to the 'l'eviot Settlement. Land

for t.h i.s settlement was purchased bfc.tween 1918-1920 and was ready for

selection by soldiers in February 1921. The original subdivision

established 33 ho Ld.inqs and a grea·t deal of care was taken over the

subdivision by the Otago Land Board. The subdivisional plan was drawn

up after careful reference t.o topography, climate, and achieving the

be:,st ut:ilisation of the land. Consultation over the subdivision was
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made with the manager who was placed on the Teviot Station; a person

thoroughly familiar with t.he land to be included in the settlement.

Consideration was also given to the needs of the sett.lers, with roading

being undertaken and provision made for the future establishment of a

settlement school. 1\1though such care was taken, deficiencies in the

subdivision became evident after the settlement was opened for

selection.

Excessive subdivision, although less evident than on other

soldier settlements, did occur on the Teviot Settlement and this,

coupled wi t.h high rents, discouraged the selection of some holdings.

The Otago Land Board recognised that three were faults in t.he subdivision

and attempted to achieve a more satisfactory one by altering the

surveyed boundaries of the unsuitable holdings. One holding was

eliminat:ed to allow others to be increased, and changes to some r",n

section links were made to effect a bett:er balance of summe r and winter

count.ry. A further series of changes occurred with the amaLqamat.Lori

of some sections into much larger holdings whi.ch were then considered

economical.

The original subdivision might have been maintained with few

ownership changes if the 1921 wool price slump had not happened. With

the depressed state of farm prices after 1921, the Otago Land Board

realised t.hat t.ho original subdivision was not suitable and proceeded

to alter some of the holdings so that they became viable in the changed

ci.rcumstances.

By 1926 the Otago Land Board wa s satisfied that t.he subdivision

created on the Teviot Settlement was adequate and after this time did

not. ini tiate any further changes. Later changes did come to the titles

set: by the Land Board through other s e t.t.Le r s buying additional land on

the settlement, but such changes we r e comparatively minor.
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The excessive subdivision evident on earlier.' soldier, and other

government settlement schemes, was not a feature of the Teviot Settlement.

The original policy of integrating summer and winter country, while

dividing the well-watered eastern block into single sections, was

generally satisfactory. Holdings which were judged unsuitable and

therefore not taken up, were altered by the Otago Land Board after the

first and second ballots had been held. The revised holdings had no

problem attracting suitable settlers.

There were few holdings regarded as too small after the revision

in contrast to other soldier settlements where excessive subdivision

was recognised as a factor contributing to the drift of soldiers off

their land. Perhaps this is a reflection of the experience which had

been gained by the Otago Land Board by 1921. Difficulties associated

wi.t.h subdivision were apparent on other soldier settlements in Otago

and the Land Board had taken particular care in trying to avoid s irui Lar

problems on the new settlement, and rectifying them when they did emerge.

Flexibility on the Otago Land Board's part resulted in stable

settlement boundaries by 1926. Previous studies of soldier settlmnents

have not exam.ined the changes effected in initial subdivisions, a lack

which precludes comparison with the Teviot case. It is important to

note, however, that at Teviot the Otago Land Board z ead i.Ly made changes

where need was shown t.hrouqh lack of selection or the departure of a

settLcr . 'rhe al terat.ions were made in accordance wi t.h one of t.he main

objectives of the ~oldier settlement scheme; that of providing holdings

on which scttLe r s could become successful, permanent residents.

':I.'his c r i.t.e ri.on (t:he stability of the original subdivision) makes

a valuable cont:ribution to weighing up the success of a. soldier

settlement; it Lndi.cat.e s problems Lnhererrt in the t rac t. of land itself,

apart from the settler or t.he administra.tion of the scheme. 'I'he sub-
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division of the land can have a bear i.nq on o t.he r measures of success

such as stability of occupancy, therefore it is e s s errci.aL to establish

it clearly. Reference- to maps and Lands and Deeds files enables

subdivisional alterations to be traced for use in conjunction with

other evidence to assess the success of a settlement .

.~ t~?::l.~ t Y_c:~f .S~t: t 1~:'~..?5':.C?~1~5:X.

'1'he second criterion used for measuring the achievement of the

'l'eviot Settlement was the stability of owne r shi.p or occupancy of the

holdings. This has been used by previous studies as evidence for

failure, although it", exact means of measurement is often vague.

'1'11e original subdivision could have been sustained, but owner

ship turnover could still have been high. The extent of movement off

the '1:eviot Set.tlement by occupiers was appraised to determine whether

the subdivision enabled them t.o remain as permanent settlers. Movement

wi thin five years of selection WiH; used as evidence of instability and

the ownership of each holding was traced from t.he t i.me of selection

to 1940. In this way a detailed assessment of the fixity of occupancy

could be secured.

On soldier settlements elsewhere excessive subdivision,

Lnappropri.a t.e for t.ho topography and c I i.mat.e of t.he area, o ft.eri led

to cons i de r abl,e movement of so.Idi.e r s off the land. 'l'he instability

of other soldier settlers was not parallelled on the Teviot Settlement,

where 12 of the or:i.ginal settlers still remained in 1940. Selection of

hoLd i.nqs after. 1921 was an important reason for the stab:i.li ty of 'I'eviot

s0Jtt1ers.

1"orfeiture and surrendering of hoLdi.nq s r a Lt.houqh numerous on

other soldier settlements, were also relatively insignificant on the

Teviot Settlement, w.i t.h no holdings beinf] forfeited and only three

surrende.red. Settlcn;,; were able to cornply wi Lh the lease c ondit.Lons
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set by the atago Land Board and therefore were not: required t.o give

up the land. Prev.Lous farm experience, selection of land after 1921,

and rent. revisions all cont.r i.but.ed to the absence of forfeiture.

v,1h e n non-intent.ional movement (death and imprisonment) is

excluded, economic difficulties were found to be the major cause of

movement. Most movement occurred as a z e suLt; of land sales in 1926--1927

and during the 1930s depression. 'I'evi.ot; sett:lers did undergo financial

difficulties, especially in those instances in which they had at first

to cope with unbalanced holdings, but there was never a general exodus

off the land as occurred on the Benmore soldier settlement. Despite

unfavourable economic condi t.Lons , 12 settlers managed to remain on the

land until 1940, while 69 96 of the settlers stayed at Teviot longer

then five years.

Runholders expe r i.enc ed the least difficulty, and hence the

fewest ownership changes while conversely the single section holdings

recorded more changes. Most of the movement off single sections

occurred before the sections were revised and their size increased

and rent reduct:ions made. It was noticeable that: the later a holding

was selected the more stable was its occupancy, a Lmos t; certainly a

reflection of the boundary revisions carried out by the atago Land Board.

'l'he ability of 'I'eviot settlers to remain on the land, when

ot.her soldier s e t t.Lemen t s have been shown to have had a high r a t.e of

movement off t.he land reflects t.he validity of several fact.ors; the

selection of land by settlers aft.er 1921, the form of the subdivision

and its alterations and t.he financial assistance given to settlers

through rent remissions and reduct.ions. It. is essential to establish

the exact crit.eria. for assessing movement off the land as evidence

for failure. This present. st.udy explicitl.y st.ates the criteria used

and t.herefore can measure t.he ext.ent. to which, in this respect, the

Teviot Settlement: was successful.
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S:J2E..l?9 in ~L!:'E<?:iu c_~:L?.!!;

The third criterion for assessing success is the changing

agricultural production measured in terms of the number of sheep

carried on the 'l'eviot Sett.lement before and after subdivision.

Assessing the change in production on Teviot Settlement is

difficult because of the changes which occurred in the boundaries of

some of the holdi.ngs and because sheep returns were for each settler

rather than for a consistent land area. Purchase of additional land

by a settler or a change in the boundary of his holding would result

in a change in his sheep return although these changes are not

indicated in the returns.

Before further progress can be made in assessing the effect of

soldier settlement on production, r::'ome means of obtaining reliable

livestock returns for individual holdings over a length of time are

necessary. Sheep returns in the AJHR are available for individual

settlers only until 1930 after which they are compiled in a different

way , At 'l'eviot the pre-subdivisional and post·-subdivisional changes

in carrying capacity were further obscured by t.he incomplete pu.rchase

of farms. For example, only 381 acres of Walker's farm was included

in the settlement. Therefore, as sheep returns are given on the

basis of the owner's holding, the sheep returns for this land cannot

be used to determine the exact carrying capacity per acre of the

Teviot Settlement prior to subdivision. 1t is recognised that there

are data limitations to assessing success from this third criteria,

but it does gi v e a valuable contribution to t.he overall '-:lssessment

of a settlement.

'I'he carrying capacity of the 'I'ov Lot; Settlement_ decreased

Lmrned.i at.eLy after ;::mbdivi;3ion until 1925 I at which stage all land on

t.he s et.t.Lerucnt; was occupied. From this time on the number of sheep
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carried rose and the l~ise corresponded with the trend evident in the

otago Land District as a whole. Although producti.on levels could not

be quantifi.ed for the peri.od after 1930, except for the year 1933,

evidence from the Teviot Settlement Lands and Survey file which

contains reports on the settlers for the years 1936 and 1938, sugges·t

that sheep carrying capacities continued to increase and had reached

beyond pre-subdivisional levels by 1940. The relative significance of

the subdivisi.on on the one hand, and technological developments on

the ot.her, in this apparent increase, cannot be fully accounted for.

Subdi.vision, however, could be expected to play an important. role in

increasing sheep production, in part at least, by increasing the

capital per acre and the labour inputs.

Increased pzoduc t i.cn was a major objective of closer rural

settlb.lent and this appears to have been achieved on the '1'eviot

Set.tlement. As changes in production after subdivision have not

been documented for ot.he r soldier settlements, no comparison with

the Teviot situation can be made.

6.3 CONCLUDING COMMENTS
_"'._..- M ......,...__...~,_~"'_~~.. "_

In terms of the criteria established in the foregoing section,

the 'I'e v.i.oc Settlement can be described as a successful se t t.Lement; •

The subdivision was stable after 1926, by which year obvious

deficiencies had been rectified. The majority of the Teviot settlers

stayed longer than five years and the evidence indicates t.hat; sheep

production rose after the settlement was fully occupied.

The land subdivided in 1920 formed 24 stable units held, in 1940,

by 24 settlers who had not previously owned f arm land. The 'I'eviot land

was supported a greater number of people in 1940 than it had in 1918

before subdivisi.on. The Discharged Soldier Settlement Act, 1915, had

resulted in closer settlement of this land and its increased production.
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'I'he 'I'eviot Settlement certainly had settlers who left, and

cases where revisions to boundaries were required, but overa.ll this

settlement can be judged a success. The soldier settlement scheme did

provide Et means by which some soldiers became permanent farmers, and

so fulfilled one of its main obj ectives, the 'I'ovi.ot; Settlement is such

a case.

It is essential in any study of settlement to have a clear

definition of the problems being assessed. In previous studies of

soldier settlements, the lack of clarification of 'success' or

'failure' leads to difficulty in gauging t.he accuracy of the findings.

In t.his st.udy three criteria were used to assess the stability

of one soldier settlement., and it has been shown that each would

contribute to the development of a framework for studying settleme.nt.,

especially soldier settlement, so that e f f ec t.Lv e comparison between

settlement studies could be made. Such a compari.son would enable the

form of land settlement in New Zealand to be mor e fully understood.

Acceptance of official reports about soldier settlements is not

sufficient. A more s u i t.ab l.e means of appraising succes s is necessary

and this study has attempted to produce a mat.hod of comparability with

other settlements.

The Teviot Settlement, the focus of this study of soldier

settlements, appears in the annual report by the otago Land Board as

a soldier settlement. This classification is however, more of the

original Lnt.enti.on rather t.han the actual achievement. The clause

setting this land a s i.de for soldier settlement VIas revoked in 1922

after the first ballot, from all unse1ected 1wld. and at all

subsequent ballots, the Teviot holdings were offered for general

selec·tion with first. preference given to soldiers. Only 14 soldiers
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eventually select.ed land at 'I'ev i.ot., all other settlers being

civilians.

As the Teviot Settlement was only partly occupied by discharged

soldiers, t:h is may well have been the cause of the apparent difference

in assessment between this and other settlements. However, as the

extent to which other soldier settlements were actually occupied by

soLdi e r s has not yet been documented, no conclusive assessment can

be made as to why the Teviot Settlement appeared to differ from the

accepted assessment of soldier settlements. Studies which include

the assessment of settlements fully occupied by soldiers, and those

which reverted to general selection, would be of value in evaluating

the success of the Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act, 1915.

'l'here i.s a need for further studies of individual soldier

settlement.s, in such a wJ.y as to allow comparison between the

set.tlements, and to det.ermi.ne whether the findings relating to

Teviot Settlement are lUlique.

Teviot Settlement was a success; were others an unacknowledged

success too?
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Provided thu.b 110 ill th i Act shu ll apply to any person

whose frorn f:(;I'Vle() war; duo to inc:qJaciLy n::,ldLtng frOlil his
0\\'11 defuull, or ruiscoudunt.
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Arcns "'! Crown or
of r;ottlcmcnt 1,\n<1
luny bo set np",rC
Ior solcct.roi: bv
dischnced ,;0Idier9
in mrvnr.er
prrseribcd by Laud
Ace or Lrvnl for
Setllcwol'tt; Act.

S~)(~r.in 1ll!'r,\'id("n~ .
f()~l S0tl!Z'II11.'11t. of
djsr~',i;arut-tj soldiers
on Cro\v'u (lr
Fott!"ment 1:111<1.

............................................ , --._._ -. _. _ _ - .

Sl'I;CUJJ SK1''f'LE:l1EKT8 FOH OOCl,JPATION BY DISCHAHGED Sor.mnns.
Ol'd'lnal'// Tenures.

3. (1.) The Governor lt1fLY from Lime to time, by Proclamation,
seL fLP:\l't fin" :ll'('ft 0)' areas of Crown land or of settlement lnnd fur
selection ll}: disdJ:ll'gecl soldiers under tho Land Act, I 008, or the
Land for HeLtlCJI!cl1ts .Ad.. HlOfl.

(~n Any Pror-lnrnation under this section" lllay be at nny time
revoked in so fur <\s it relates to uuy Iaud that is not required or that
is not suitable for t.lie pmposo for which it was set apart.

Spl'cial Tenures.
4. (1.) In addition to the powors conferred by tlio last preceding

H'cLioll, Uw (JO\,('i'lIOl' Ill,l)' from till\() to t.ini«, by Proclnruution, ~:ut

:I,p:l.rl, IlIlV nl'('il, or ,\!'CW; of Crown laud or of settlement land to be
disposed of, by way of s:l1e or lease. to discharged soldiers, in the
mauncr IICU'ill:lf!Cl' provided.

p.) 'I'ho Llnd ::'0 ti(~t, "pHl't shall 1x: subdi dded iuto such allot ..
mcnts as the] .und UoaccL with the approved of the l\[instt~r of Lands,
de terru in/..':;.

(::1.) .xpplicnt.ion f!)1' ullotmouts under this section shall be
ac1dn 1,0 the Luu.I Bour.I, and shall contain particulars as to the
following uun.tors ;_.-

((I.) 'J'hl' 1l:\1111', ad(lrcs:~, and occupabiou of the applicant, and his
occl1p:tLioll prior to bCC()llljI1E~ n member of the New
i',erd:nld il'/id Fnrccf) or of an)!E:'\:pcdiLionary Force;

(b.) Ilis service ill tile: Now Iicalalld Nuval It'orcos or in an
EXl'ccli1i0 11 a l'y Force, spec j fy in,~;··-

(i.) 'I'ho Force of which he was a member ;
(ii.) 'The: period of hili service, and the date of his

di:-;cl1;lrgc' :
(iii.) 'I'ho reuson of his dischargo; a.nd
(iv.) Particnlars ne; Co nnYl'hysic:al disability caused

by ,:'olluds or diseuso !'CSUlt.illg from his uuvalor military
S('1'v]Ce ;

(c.) 'J')I(; nllotrucnt 01' nllotnlrllt:-; for wllic:)' applicntion is HHLdo;

(d.) The 1l1ll'PO~;() for which the rrpplicrmt proposes to use the
l:tnd;

( , "" . f i' l' t' 11 I' f ' . , 1e.) .t.II(' (\Pt;J'1Cll('C oi rnc appilc:L11, J11 cHe )ll:iJll('s~)or wnic» re
propose» to use U1C bud, or in any uUJCJ: class of fnrrui

(l) 'I'ho ;).moullL of c(Lllitul nva.il ablo . for oxuenditure by
lLj)pliC',tllL in (,(IlIJl("cLioll witl: the 1<:'1H1; • .

(q.) 'I'lre nature :mcJ OS\',iliJ;LtCt! umount of nssistunce, if a,ny, tLflL
the :ipplicant will relJ uirc to cnablo hirn to 'York tho Lwo
snccossfull v : and

(71.) Sl1ch other p·;u·ticu]ars :l,~', may be required.
CL) J\L1 apnii('.nLic)) under this ~;('ction shall bn dealt with hv tho

1,,!1\([ :Doard, ;,;)(l it sh.i}l be tLi" duty of tbe Board, in deuliug ··\'.'itiJ
such [Jpplicn!ju:1s, ltS far :W practicable to ,1,88i8t apDlic~l!llk' ill
;)u(juil'iug sui ,ie :dloi.ulcnh:, ..

(i).) Exccpt as lrl lH: Ot.11UI'W provid by UJi:, Act or by
l'c;.;u]ab(lw; llll(lC)' thi:·; Ad, OiL provi luns of UwL:tud ,Ilc(" )fJO;), or
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the Ln.nd for Hebtlcl11C'nts .lct, H)()f) , 01' of any 01,]101' Act relating to
the administration of Crown 0)' settlement land, shall not apply to
lands disposed of under t11 is sec: tio n.

Regulations.
5. For the purpose of giving' u1l'ceL to the lust preceding sect ion, Rccn1n.tiom;.

aud gonondly for the purpose.s of this Act, the Goveruor may
from time to tiruo, by Order in Council giL%otted, make regulations
presoribinn->

(a.) ,Vith respect to any land, whether it; shall be disposed of by
way of Side or by WL1V of lease :

(b.) In t1~e case of hu\cl t~ be disposed of hywny of sale, the
terms and conditions of 811Ch sale, includi ng' conditions
relating to the pnymeut of L!w purchusc-ruoney ;

(c.) In the case of lands to bo disposed of !Jy Wil)' of lease, the
conditions of such Jc:HSO, including provisions as to -_..

(i.) 'I'he Iorrn or forms of Icasos ;
(ii.) 'I'he knll or terms Ior which Icuscs vuay be

granted;
, (iii.) 'I'he acquisit.ion of t.ho Ice-simpl« hy lessees ;

(iv.) Improvements to lJe effected by lessces ;
(v.) Residence of lessees Oil the land ;

(vi.) 'I'hc method of computing the rcn t to be paid
by lessees; and

(vii.) 'I'ho trnusfcr, surrender, ana forfeiture of
Jenses :

(cl.) The :lpplicnLiolJ of' any of the provisious of tllo 1;:11H1 Act;
U)Ot), or of the Land for Sl'Ltle])leJ)I~) Act, 1~)()i) or of allY
other AcL reLLLillg to the (l(111linisLraLioll of Crown or
Set,UClJll'llt land, to l.uuls dj~;p()scd of under Election four
hcreof:

(e.) ~)\1('h othur matters as ill the opinion of tlio Gnvernor way
be llCCOSSiU,Y or expcd iCllL for the l)lllPU:,l: of gi viug full
effect to the provisions of Llli:3

G. (1.) In considering :lpplicat ions under H'(;Lioll Jour hereof the
J3()~Lld shul] tuko into cOJl:"idcl'~tLi()ll. ('iLilCl wii.l: or \\,itl,Ollt snecia.l
application, the ,l(lvjs:l,biJiLy of :l,ssisLil1g applicants wit.l: respect to
any of the Iollowi: uiatters ;-,-

. (a.) The C]OUUllg, fencing, draining, and genera] nnprovemcnt
of lauds disposed of under thi ... Act;

(D.) The erection of bnildiugs on llll)' 811Ch hnd; and
(c.) 'I'he purchnse of implements, stock, seeds, plants, trees,

and such other thing:; as Ill;),)' he- doomed nucc;srlary for
the successful occupation of t.lio land.

(2.) If in tho opinion of the Board if; is desirable thab nssisbance
should [le given to the sel,tIer with respect to tiny or all of the fore
going m:l.tLOl's, iL shall muko n, reoomrncndution to tJl:tt effect tu tho
Minister 01'111111([::" and shall EcL out in jb:; l'CCOllllnellCJ;cl;ioll the
nature and extent of tIw assistance recouuncndcd, and the t;l'oULlcb

l\riniEL'cr may
H:-i';i:;L '-w;..L10l'd \'/ith
n:,-Tcf.;l, tu erc ct iou
of builclin:.}~l

pUI'ChUS0 of stock.
S:c.
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of the; rcconuucndn tinn. On receipt of any such recommendation tho1\/ inistc:r mn.v Lak,~ such action thorcon as he thinks fit in accordancewit]: regula.l j,ms under iibi:; Act.
(~Lj All lliOIlOj'f-: advanced 0]' expended by the Minister under(,]10 uutliori of this sect.ion ill }'CSP(\ct of any lund shall bear interestaL such nu.e as lUny [IQ dctcrmiuod by the Ministor, and shal! besecured by \\ay of rJ, t!l'st lnorigago over the said land or OVGr the

sctblers interest ill the ~;:tid land:
Provided (.1U1,,(, the Minister nmy, if be thinks fit, in (1ny case oflmrdsh ip .lispensc, either wholly or ill part, with the payment ofinterest 1l1)(]0l' this section.

Rcmiss i-.n of rent, 7. 'I'ho Board luny, with the consent of the Minister, remitwholly or ill part ;nul for such period or periods ns it thinks fit anyrent payuhlo by :1, di-.;cllllrged soldier under 11 lease issued pursuantto this .\d, or lll:l,y jllbtPOllC tile duo date for tlio paymont of any
~; uch rcn t.

Au t b oritv to n'tise
.l;,j!},OOO r"r
pllrposes nf Ad,

}:;; 1'1'1' "ps of
adl I j in i<,! (ill 1011.

GENElUL,

B. (1.) For the PU1'l)O;:>e~; of this Act the Mirtistel' of Finance
way Irorn tilllC to tiu:o raise, on the security of and charged uponthe public l'G\'CJ1UcS of Now I;,calalld, such amount as lio t.hin ks fit,not c.\(:('cdili.'~ in (lIO ag'i:;regate tho SlUIl of JifLy thousand pounds.

(:~.) 'JIle sums so raisd shall, as and when raised, be paid intothe P'lblic:\('('ount to the crcdit of all account to be called the
l)i~ocll(l)'ged bulllic)',s };etLlUJlJellL Account, find shall bear in tcrost atsuch r.rt«, nut exccccljllg five per centum per fLllllll 111, as the Ministerof .Fill:lllU,' JHl'sc:rilJcs.

U~.) 'I'h is Act shnll be dcelllcc1 to be all authorizing Act withinthe 1IlC:LlliJlu; of the New /'ealancI Loans Acli, 1Dm->, urid the 1l10lWYShereby ::lll!Jlilii:c<t to iie raised sha.ll be raised under and subject; tot!w provisi.»: of tlinL .\d :lccordingly.
(-I.) JL shall 1)0 1:[\\,l'nJ for allY society, trustees, or other perSOIlSlmviw.' ('ulIl 101' it \\;11' fll11l1 to invest, any moneys belonging tosue)1 /ulld ill I l!cnLlucc; or otlJCl' securities 'issucd 'by' the ::\Jinister

u[ FiJI:lnCe (ur Lll(~ llU)'po:;o of l'ai:oing :LIlY JlIOllCYS under this section:L>}'()vidccJ th:u IwLlJ jng' in this subsection shall be so construedas to JjJi1i[, or . 1il1C' powers of [my such society, til'ludiecf\, or
!H'I;,U!l:; wi ilL to tho in \·U,tllWJltJ of iuoueys belongiug to n,war Iuud.

D. U.) :\il11J()ney uircd for the pnrposes of tho adminisbrntiouof Chi,,; l\cL ~d);lll liu paid (Jilt of Uw J)jsc!l:tJ'g'ecl f)oJdic]'f, SottlclllenL
ACCOlll~l, wij,JJonL furtl.cr :lppropl'id:iml t.hun this AcL, n,nc1 8,]1 moneys
rccei led b,Y way of interest cm or by wa,y of repayment of moneys
:~llvallcc(l or c\jJcnc"/c;(i on IlclJ:1If of any ,wttlcJ' p1!I'SWUlt to section
six 1Ie f;1 Iw pajd into U)(' Lid accounh.

(2.) .\JJ lUOIl :1I:cl'uing- J'nllJl the sulo or leasing of lands underthis Act s.Judl /Je J::po':nc! of [I,i if tJI had accrued frorn tho sale orlca,-;ing 01 Crown bud tinder the L:Lnd Act, HJ03, or of set.tlemcnt
l:llld t!lH!m 11)(' Luud for f:-)otLlenlOJlt~; jc1;, lU08, [IS the case may

Act., not ('>J ('.Illhe,r!zu
S,I,]O l,f )J['.tiCdJil,].

OI1(10\VlneJlt JI~I\(J.

)'('/1 111 1'(' .

.1.O.N
of :lU.Y /i:1 10[1

11 j II LiJ i~~ ./\.cL I
C;]1;L11

-ClJ(Io\VIUC11(; bn(l.
be: deemed to authorize the sale
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11. No land leased or sold to [L discharged soldier under this
Act shall, except with the consent of the Land Board and the
approval of the Minister of Lands, Le capable of l.ll;i ng transferred
until the expiry of ten years after the date of the couunencenieut of
the lease or the elate of t.JIO sale.

1~a. T'be Valuer-General shall, on the request of tho Minister,
cause [1 special valuation to be made of ilDy Iaud set apart for the
purposes of this Act under section three or section four hereof, and
the value of the laud as so determined shall for all purposes
supersede [my former valuation of the land, a.nytliing in the Laud
Act, 1908, or the Land for Settlemonts A.et,, IV08, to the contrary
notwi thstanding.

la. The right of 11lly discharged soldier within the meaning of
this Act to [1, pension or to the continunnco of fL pension under tho
\Var Pensions Ad, 1915, shall not De affccbod by reason of any
benefit to which he llHty become entitled under this Act.

14. (1.) The Ministe-r of Lands shall in April of each yoar cnuse
to be prepared a report showing, for the year oulling on LIlO preceding
tliirty-tirst day of :\larch,-·

(a.) 'I'ho aggregnte arOHS of land sot apart uudor section three
and section four hereof respectively ;

(b.) The number of applications received for such land, and tho
number of allotments and the aggrogrtk area disposed of
by way of salo and by W1t)' of lcajo rcspccti vely ;

(c.) The amount expended in ,tssisting settlers under this Act;
n.nd

(d.) Such other particulars as nmy be prescribed.
(Q.) ]':vcry such report shall be bid before P<lrlj~l,nl(;llt within

thirty duys after the receipt thereof lly tile Minister if L'arli.uucnt
is them in session, and if not) then within Lbirty dnys afr.('l the
connueuceiuent of the next ensuing session.

Restridion on right
ot trunsfor,

Mrnist er mr.y
require Hew
VIJ.! ,,,,tin,, to be
made of Iands set
apfHt unIc r this
Act.

HiRht to pcu.Jcn
under \Vn.r. Pdn.~ioni~.

Act , lDlD. no(;
utlcctcd by this Act.

Annual report.

L c 7,('7 7.11.t'7:7') <» ..
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Teviot settler's son, Hr A D Noir of Roxburgh (who farmed the

This account, written after discussion with an original

holding with his father), provides an additional perspective to

90

AN ADD1'1'1ONAL PEHSPEC'I'IVEAPPENDIX C

this s t.udy , and endorses some of the findings made through

documerrtary research. It comments on some of the aspects of the

settlement which cannot be determined from documents, but which

are only known by those who lived and have worked on the land.

The settlements were for people, and this section relates to one

individual's experience of the Teviot Settlement.

Mr A D Hoir remembers well when his fat.her and family moved ont.o

the 'reviot. Settlement to t.ake up run 642 and sections 32 and 35 in

1925. His father, from 'l'imaru, h.zd previously been farming at

Fairlie and was one of the many civilians who were soLeo t.ed by t.he

Otago Land Board to take pos ses s i.on of theland on the 'reviot

Set:tlernent.

When asked about the form of the original 'J:'eviot subdivision,

Hr Hair conunented that in principle the allocation of run and

sect:ion land to holdings was equitably sui ted to the land, although

in some cases the actual EiUbdivision could have been more suitably

orga.nised if t.he r e had been better knowledge of the land involved.

He remarked that in some cases there appeared to have been little

pract:ical app.lLca t i.on of the subdivision to such features as

creeks and gullies. As an example of this, he described how Moir's

holding included 1.5 miles of Euby Creek which provided permanent

water for their properi:y; yet Cl ne i.qhbouri.nq se t t.Lez, Hr Smith, had

no direct access to water at all. This settler could only stock

his holding according to t.he dry ·times and as a result was often

faced with financial difficulties.



Another settler, recalled by Mr Moir, did not remain long on

his holding (run 606) because it was too small, high and cold,

right from t.he start:, and often under snow.

'1'he s i nqLe sections were considered by Mr Moir to have been

generally too small and expensive in their original form, wit.h

few se t t.Ler s willing to remain long on these unprofitable holdings.

Overall, Mr Moir considered the Teviot subdivision to have been

quit.e successful wit:h litt.le amalgamation of holdings taking place

before t.he Second World Hax'd, alt.hough much of this did occur

afterwards.

Mr Moir commented that: almost all of thewool produced on the

settlement: was sent by rail to the Duried i.n market, a point

confi.rrned by the Teviot Lands and Survey file. '1'he sheep, on the

other hand, tended to be taken off the high count:ry as five year

olds, and sent to Cant.exbu r'y for t.wo years of fai.:tening on dry

country. Only a small number were kept for fattening on the

settlement.

91

The dam reserve was frequently used by runho1ders for shearing

when 1:118 sheep were brought down from the runs , Each settler paid

1/24th of the reserve rent and Mr Moir believes this was a very

successful c ommuni t.y facility. The school and woolshed reserves

which were never needed wer e taken up by individual settlers and

integrated into existing holdi.ngs after the Second Horld War.

'rhere were never enough children on the 'reviot Set:tlement to warrant:

the building of a school and Mr A D Hoir was one of the 10 Teviot

Set.tlemEmt children who walked down to the Miller's Flat School.

'rhe subdivision, in Mr Moir' [, jUdgemE:mt, d i.d result in

increased production from the land I wit11 the 'I'evi.o't; irrigation
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scheme furt:heY' increasing sheep carrying capacity. A further t.wo

fact:ors which Mr Moir believes contributed to the increased

production of the settlement after 1945, were the elimination of

rabbits by the Rabbit Board, and the advent of aerial topdressing.

The social side of the settlement which is not recorded by

documents was able to be commented on by Mr Moir who has lived

almost all of his life on the Teviot Settlement. He believes the

settlers originally came to 'I'ev i.ot; with the intention of staying

permanently and that no land speculat:ion was intended. He believes

there \Vas a good co~nunity spirit amongst the settlers, and although

the 19305 depression affected all Teviot settlers, they were in no

worse a posit.ion than other farmers in New Zealand at this time.

The:r'e was no mechanised farm equipment. on the Teviot Set.tlement

prior to 1940, with all the farmers relyi.ng on horse and cart,

although all houses had telephones and power from t:he st:art,

pr-ovi.ded by the 'l'eviot Electric Power Company. 'rhe Teviot set.t:lers

were not isolated in Mr Moir's opinion, as the government provided

qood metal roa.ds providing access to and from the settlement.

Mr Moir concluded the discussion by ascerU.ng that in his

experience, the 'I'ev lot Seti:lement was a success, a factor whi.ch

has been confirmed by the documentary research in this stndy.

Roxbuxgh, August 1983.
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